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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
"Quality Education" and "Excellence in Education" are mottos used around the nation
today. In 1982, Stiegler stated that " a meaningful curriculum has to undergo carefulscrutiny on
a regular basis in order to be dynamic."Furthermore, he reported that teacher education
across the United States was closely examined and evaluated and that changes and
refinements should be made to achieve quality education. In 1983, the National Commissionon
Excellence in Education published the report, A Nation at Risk, which evaluated thecurrent
education of students. In 1986, two national reports were published: A Nation Prepared:
Teachers for the 21st Century by the Carnegie Forumon Education and the Economy and
Tomorrow's Teachers by the Holmes Group which resulted in further demands for revision in
teacher education. Thus, teacher education programs nationwideare responding to the demands
on educational teachers.
Business teacher education is not only confronted with the challenge of keeping abreast
of educational reforms but is also responsible for remaining current with the constant changes
that take place in the business environment. Accounting is changingas fast or faster than other
areas of business. Chalupa (1988) stated that accounting is the language of business and is
becoming more so with the advent of computerization. He further stated that computers must
be incorporated into the accounting curriculum because of their wide use in accounting practice.
Computer technology has created an environment for information exchange. Thus, the abilityto
communicate with more people is greater than was previously possible (Gafney, 1986).
Therefore, the development of good communication skills isan essential part of an accounting
student's education (American Accounting Association [AAA], 1986; Estes, 1979). The2
importance of communication skills in accounting has been of continual interest to accounting
educators and practitioners. The AAA (1966) noted the following:
The development of accounting information is only part of the accounting
function. A necessary companion aspect of the function is the development of
the communication process so that information can be transmitted and so that
those to whom information is provided understand it and its potential usefulness.
Communication is a vital link in accounting activity.It is of no less importance
than that of developing the information itself (p. 13).
In their Common Body of Knowledge for Certified Public Accountant, Roy and MacNeill
(1969) surveyed practicing accountants asking them to rank 53 subjects in order of importance.
They concluded the following: "to the CPA, the ability to express oneself ismore than the
hallmark of an educated person; it is a professional necessity" (p. 218-219). They also stressed
the importance of written and oral communication by declaring that "...those who cannot perform
above a minimum threshold should be denied admission to the profession" (p. 219). Stanek (1990)
reported that employers are alarmed at the inability of their new employees to communicate
effectively. Researchers have found that many business schools around the country realize the
vital importance of effective communication; however, the implementation of effective
communication into the various curriculum is of great concern by educators. Stanek stated that
most institutions are eager to improve students' writing abilities, but unfortunately, only a few
are concentrating on comprehensive communication skills in teacher training programs. The
major opposition to including communication across the business curriculum is that eachcourse of
study is overwhelmed by the need in the content area.
In 1986, the Oregon State Board of Education adopted the "Oregon Action Plan for
Excellence" that identified various areas of improvement for Oregon schools. Asa result of
this, the Essential Learning Skills (ELS) were developed and implemented into schools' curriculum
goals. The ELS are skills basic to all students' learning and as such are a central instructional
concern of all teachers. However, ELS alone do not represent an instructional program apart
from an established curriculum. The ELS represent "know-how" skills that facilitate successful
instruction in the various subject matter areas. They are articulated as instructionaloutcome3
objectives and indicate a range of acceptable student achievement. Theseobjectives establish
the basic performance levels for all students in theareas of reading, writing, speaking, listening,
mathematics, reasoning, and study skills in the various contentareas. Properly viewed, ELS
are a "system of goals central to the entire educational system which helps guide instructional
practices, materials selection, and assessment"(p. 2). ELSare developmental in nature and
integrally linked to life-long learning. In short, ELSare the thinking, problem solving, and
communication skills students need to be successful not only inan academic setting but also in
the fast-paced, dynamic, and information oriented world of today. Therefore,the way business
educators learn and teach ultimately affect the needs of business; thus,to know how to meet
the demands of business and educational changes, it is essential to knowthe status, that is to
evaluate the implementation of computers and communication skills andto identify the teaching
methodology used in accounting.
Researchers indicated that the accounting curricula in most collegesand universities
serve three groups of students: (1) those who plan to become Certified Public Accountants
(CPA), (2) those who are taking accounting classes to fulfill the educationalrequirement of their
discipline (business education teachers), and (3) those who took the CPAexam but don't want
to practice public accounting (e.g., financial managers). Schaefer (1987) categorizedthese
groups in his case study as CPA candidates and non-CPA candidates.According to Schaefer,
the prevalent philosophy in accounting curriculumwas realism which helped students who wish to
take the CPA exam. He concluded that only one group of studentswas served--those who were
preparing to become professional public accountants. Schaefer believed thatmost schools
attempt to satisfy the two groups but fail due to the evaluation system used by theuniversities,
colleges, and the public that favors educating CPAs. For example, accountingdepartments are
evaluated by their respective institutions according to thesuccess rates of their students who
attempt and pass the CPA exam. Also, the public often evaluates students unknowinglyby
giving recognition to CPAs. (Schaefer, 1987).4
Horngren (1971) mentioned that the CPA exam has affected the topics and homework
materials of nearly all leading accounting textbooks. Lentilhon and Krzystotik (1983) empirically
supported Horngren's observation. In their survey of 558 American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business (AACSB) accredited and member schools to identify current practice and
attitudes toward professional examination preparation, approximately 63 percent of the
respondents indicated that the CPA exam had influenced their curriculum. The impact of the
uniform CPA exam on accounting textbook materials, the content of accounting curriculum and
the teaching methods used in accounting classrooms cannot be ignored.
Therefore, the preparation for potential teachers in accounting may not be appropriate
since secondary accounting curricula are geared for students who enter the workforce and for
those who are college bound. The literature indicates a need for study in this area.
NEED FOR THE STUDY
College accounting education serves both the purposes and objectives of business
education students and business administration students. Accordingly, Markell (1962) and
Clarke and Opulente (1964) agreed that first-year accounting curricula should serve both
accounting majors and other majors. The questions of whether it does or not and to what
extent each is served are matters of constant interest to educators, business people, and
accounting professionals. Secondary accounting education serves college-bound students and
non college- bound students with a focus on essential learning skills and computer application.
Accounting education is influenced by diverse segments of the economy. The improvement of
accounting education such as in curricula, methodology, and automation is being emphasized by
business professionals, educators, and others.It is important for educators and other policy
makers to constantly review the first-year accounting curricula of community colleges,
universities, and high schools in Oregon in order to maintain and improve the quality of
accounting education in general.5
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Accounting is considered by some high school business teachers to be the most difficult
subject matter to teach in the high school business curriculum (Holt, 1989).Holt mentions that
feelings of inadequate preparation of business education teachers to teach accounting might be a
factor.In an attempt to analyze the communication skills, computer application skills, and
teaching methods of the first-year accounting curriculum of secondary schools, community
colleges, and four-year colleges with respect to business teacher education, the following
questions were considered:
Questions:
1. Are there any differences in the first-year accounting teaching methods used among the
high schools, community colleges, and four-year colleges?If so, what are they?
2. Are there any differences in the first-year accounting testing methods used among the
high schools, community colleges, and four-year colleges?If so, what are they?
3. Are the communication skills included in first-year accounting curriculum at the
community colleges and four-year colleges sufficient for use by business education
majors?
4. Are there any differences in the testing methods used to evaluate students'
communication skills in first-year accounting curriculum at the high schools, community
colleges and four-year colleges?
5. Are the computer application skills included in the first-year accounting curriculum in
community colleges and four-year colleges currently sufficient for use by the business
education majors?
6. Are there any differences in the testing methods used to evaluate students' computer
application skills in first-year accounting curriculum at the high schools, community
colleges and four-year colleges?
7. Is the first-year accounting requirement adequate for preparing high school business
teachers?6
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
Stiegler (1982, p. 5) stated that: "...a curriculum must be responsive to social,
educational, economic, and technological forces as it strives to meet academic and business
environment standards." The two national reports that were published by the Carnegie Forum
on Education and the Economy and the Holmes Group have influenced various fields of teacher
education greatly.
The business teacher education program in Oregon requires business education students
to take first-year accounting to teach secondary school accounting. Stiegler stated: "Business
teacher educators are constantly asking such questions as 'what are the competencies
(professional and skill) that a business teacher education graduate must possess' and 'what
constitutes an up-to-date curriculum in business teacher education'?" (p. 3).
The above questions and the ones asked in the statement of the problem are essential
to teacher education programs to provide the quality programs and, ultimately, the quality
graduates.
To make any curriculum strong, Stiegler (1982) stated that course content and methods
of teaching must be relevant and up to date. Therefore, it is essential and important to analyze
the teaching methods, testing methods, communication skills, and computer application skills of
the first-year accounting curriculum in Oregon's high schools, community colleges, and four-year
colleges.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The objectives of the study of first-year accounting programs in Oregon's high schools,
community colleges, and four-year colleges were to analyze and identify the similarities and
differences in the following:
(1) The accounting teaching methods,
(2) The testing methods,
(3) The communication skills included,7
(4) The evaluation methods used in the communication skills,
(5) The inclusion of necessary computer application skills, and
(6) The testing methods used in computer applications.
HYPOTHESES
H0(1):There are no significant differences in the teaching methods used in the first-year
accounting curriculum among high schools, community colleges, and four-year colleges
in Oregon.
H0(2):There are no significant differences in the testing methods used in the first-year
accounting curriculum among high schools, community colleges, and four-year colleges
in Oregon.
H0(3):There are no significant differences in the level of communication skills included in the
first-year accounting curriculum among high schools, community colleges, and four-
year colleges in Oregon.
H0(4):There are no significant differences in the testing methods used to evaluate the
communication skills of the first-year accounting students at the high schools,
community colleges, and four-year colleges in Oregon.
H0(5):There are no significant differences in the level of computer application skills included
in the first-year accounting curriculum among high schools, community colleges and
four-year colleges in Oregon.
H0(6):There are no significant differences in the testing methods used in the computer
application for first-year accounting curriculum among high schools, community
colleges, and four-year colleges in Oregon.
ASSUMPTIONS
1. Although the questionnaire created forced responses, the results represented teachers
opinions.
2 Teachers responded honestly and accurately to the questionnaire.8
3. The following course titles for first-year accounting meant thesame to respondents:
financial/managerial accounting, principles of accounting, elementaryaccounting,
introductory accounting, and accounting 1-2-3.
DELIMITATION OF THE STUDY
Delimitations are those restrictions that are deliberately imposedon the study by the
investigator. The following are the delimitations for this study:
1. The study was delimited to the questionnaire surveys of randomlyselected
teachers from high schools, community colleges, and four-year collegesin Oregon.
2 The study compared first-year accounting curricula in high schools,community colleges,
and four-year colleges in Oregon.
3. The study does not attempt to draw data from teachers trained inOregon but who are
teaching outside Oregon.
4. The study does not in any way try to test the best teaching method/strategyto be
used in accounting since teaching methods dependon many factors such as: learning
theories, the experience of the teacher, the objectives, and the environment.
5. The study does not evaluate the accounting content and concepts of thefirst-year
accounting in Oregon.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
1. Accounting curriculum: that part of the accounting curriculum whichfocused on
communication skills including reading, speaking, writing, listening, andcomputer
application skills.
2 Business teacher education: a term used to refer to the professionalpreparation of
teachers in the field of business education.
3. Communication skills: the skills of reading, writing, listening, and speaking usedto
communicate accounting concepts.9
4. Community college: a local college serving the educational needs of the communityat
the post-secondary level for a duration of two years.
5. Computer application skills: skills used to apply computer technology to accounting.
6. Computer assisted instruction: "Instruction in which a computer is used topresent
substantial amounts of learning material to the students; it often representsan auto-
instructional technique enabling students to progress at their own individual rates"
(Hawes & Hawes, 1982).
7. Computer augmented instruction:instruction in which a computer is used for only a
small percentage of the teaching time, in addition to other methods of instruction.
a CPA candidates: students who plan to take the Certified Public Accountantexam and
work as a public accountant.
9. First-year accounting: synonymous with principles of accounting, financial/managerial
accounting, introductory accounting, and elementary accounting; refers to the first-year
accounting in collegiate accounting and the total sequence of high school accounting in
OregonAccounting 1-2-3.
10. Four-year college: a college offering a four-year curriculum above high school andmay
or may not have graduate studies or professional schools.
11. High school: a public secondary school in the United State most often compromisedof
grades 9 to 12 or grades 10 to 12.
12. Non-CPA candidates: students who do not intend to take the Certified Public
Accountant exam or practice public accountancy.
13. Non-teaching experience: experience earned outside the educational field (privateor
public sector).
14. Teaching methods: a standard procedure in which a teacher organizes andpresents
instructional material and content activities to students.
15. Test methods: the methods used in evaluating the performance and capabilities ofa
students' knowledge of a subject matter.10
CHAPTER 2
RELATED LITERATURE
A review of the literature in accounting education revealed that much research has
been done in accounting curriculum development for professional accountants (Hearn, 1984;
Reeve, 1983). There has been research on improvement of the accounting curriculum for
prospective professional accountants (Zook et al., 1981; Schiff, 1981; and Bialaszewski et
al., 1986). However, a survey of the literature indicated a very small amount of research
about the adequacy of the first-year college accounting curricula for meeting the needs of
non-accounting majors. The review of literature focused on accounting teaching methods,
communication skills in accounting, and the computer application skills necessary in most jobs
related to accounting.
TEACHING METHODS
Theories of teaching and theories of learning must be intertwined for effective
learning to take place. Theories of teaching deal with the ways in which aperson influences
the learner to learn, and theories of learning deal with the ways in which the learner learns.
Reynolds (1989) emphasized the need for effective teaching methods in accounting. He
stated that "...most students that attend schools with effective teaching methods areeager
to learn and have developed an enthusiastic attitude toward their classes" (p. 28).
Furthermore, he mentioned that all students have the capability to learn, but the key to the
learning process is to be found in the presentation of the materials.
In reviewing the accounting teaching methods, researchers noted that the accounting
teaching methods had not changed for the past 60 years (Reynolds,1989; Bedford & Shenkir,
1987; Rebele, 1985). Patten and Backman (1972) stated that the lecture method of teaching
accounting has been increasingly used in the colleges, although quite often the lecture method
was combined with other methods such as practice sets and overhead projector.11
Uddin (1977) conducted a study to compare the opinions of public high school
accounting teachers, two-year college accounting teachers, and four-year collegeaccounting
teachers in the North Central Region of the United States concerning theobjectives and
methods/techniques used in teaching elementary accountingcourses. He found significant
differences in the teaching methods used most frequently by high school teachers,two-year
college teachers, and four-year college teachers. Table I displays Uddin's findingsregarding
the five most often used methods in high schools, two-year colleges, andfour-year colleges.
TABLE 1
MEAN RANK OF THE FIVE MOST USED TEACHING METHODS
ACCORDING TO UDDIN'S STUDY
RANK HIGH SCHOOLS TWO-YEAR COLLEGEFOUR-YEAR COLLEGE
1 Workbooks Workbooks Workbooks
2 Illustrated Lecture Overhead Projector Illustrated Lecture
3 Practice Sets Illustrated Lecture Lecture Discussion
4 Overhead Projector Lecture Discussion Overhead Projector
5 Lecture Discussion Practice Sets Traditional Lecture
Source: Uddin (1977)
The use of practice sets had declined for all groups (high schools, two-year collegesand
four-year colleges); business games and computer simulationwere on the increase (Pattern
and Backman, 1972; Ross, 1975; Uddin, 1977).
The American Accounting Association's committeeon the future structure, content,
and scope of accounting education (Bedford & Shenkir, 1987) reviewed the university
accounting education programs between 1925 and 1985 and found that accounting education
had not made significant efforts to improve teaching methods. The committeefound that12
had not made significant efforts to improve teaching methods. The committee foundthat
lectures, presentation of problems with definite solutions, and demonstration dominatedthe
teaching methods of accounting. The committee agreed that university education shouldbe
broad based and, to accommodate this, that accounting educators should emphasize
students' learning and present definite problem solution rather than deliver lectures. The
committee suggested the following teaching methods: case studies, student investigations
and reports, and small group interactions. The committee recommended that students
should be actively involved in their own education.
Go len and Burns (1986) surveyed the teaching methods differently than previous
researchers. They studied the communication barriers perceived by junior and senior level
accounting students in the five most used teaching methods in accounting principles:
prepared case studies, computer simulation, experiential exercises, "live"case studies, and
straight lecture. Examples of these barriers included lack of feedback to instructors, lack of
feedback to students, and the instructors' tendency not to listen. Go len and Burns identified
fourteen barriers to communication. The following four factorswere statistically significant
at the .02 level:(1) hostility, personality and emotions, (2) feedback and listening, (3)
status and trust, and (4) credibility and personality. Go len and Burns considered "hostility,
personality and emotions" more significant for students in straight lecture method than for
students in computer simulation and experiential exercise methods. "Feedback and listening"
were perceived more significant in all the methods except experiential exercises. The factor
of "status and trust" was determined to be more important in live'case studies" than in
straight lecture. The last factor, "credibility and personality," wasmore essential in 'live'
case studies and prepared case studies than in the straight lecture. They concluded that
instructors should be aware of these factors when selecting and implementinga particular
teaching method in accounting.
Min (1987) stated that the changing environment and the increasingscope of the
accounting profession has led to a controversy over the conceptual versus the technical13
of the uniform Certified Public Accountant (CPA) examination and the increased demand
by universities that accounting professors conduct research. Those who favored a
technical approach to teaching accounting stressed that newly graduated students were
assigned to the technical area of the profession for a number of years and were judged by
how well they completed their assignments (Mautz, 1974; Skadden, 1977 (in Min 1987); Mill,
1985). Mill (1985) emphasized this point when he said:
Ours is a practicing, not academic profession. The public looks upon CPA
certificate as a mark of competence in practice, not a license to learn how to
practice. To the public, the CPA, young and old, denotes finished goods, not raw
materials (p. 110).
On the other hand, those who favored the conceptual approach to teaching
accounting argued that it develops the abilities of students to identify problems, analyze the
alternatives and solve problems of a diverse nature in a fast-changing environment. In
support of the conceptual approach, Boatsman (1983) said, "Accounting should be highly
conceptual because specific rules are temporary and the role of university education is to
transmit knowledge of long run value" (p. 94).Zeff (1979) stated that theory should be at
the forefront and not at the back of the accounting curriculum. He said, "It should provide a
framework within which students might endeavor to rationalize (if they can) and access
extant practice, and it should help them to be informed critics and interpreters" (p. 593).
Contrary to the others, Min (1987) supported both the conceptual and technical
approaches to teaching accounting. He said that if the technical approach was used, then
the university would turn out technicians, but if the conceptual approach was used,
accounting graduates would be ill-prepared and would not perform their assignments
effectively at an entry level. Min contended that theory and practice are not mutually
exclusive but that they should complement each other. Schaefer (1987) referred to this as
the pragmatic theory which focuses on both theory and practice. He stated that the CPA
and non-CPA students may be better served with this method.14
COMMUNICATION SKILLS IN ACCOUNTING
Studies indicated that the ability to communicate effectively is ofparamount
importance in achieving personal goals and working with others. The importance of
communication skills in accounting has been emphasized by the American Accounting
Association (1986), American Institute of Certified Public Accountant (1968) and
researchers (Roy & MacMeill, 1969; Hyslop & Faris, 1984; McGee, 1982). The AAA (1966)
noted the following:
The development of accounting information is only part of the accounting
function. A necessary companion aspect of the function is the development of
the communication process so that information can be transmitted andso
that those to whom information is provided understand it and its potential
usefulness. Communication is a vital link in accounting activity.It is of no
less importance than that of developing the information itself (p. 13).
Brigham Young University (BYU) accounting graduates in "Big Eight" accounting
firms were asked to rank the oral communication tasks performed in their firms (Hanson,
1987). Respondents stressed that communication skills in accountingwere as important as
accounting skills and considered it as a factor to gain promotion.
While accounting practitioners and educators believed that both oral and written
communication were important to be successful in the business world, accounting students
believed otherwise. Rebele (1985) surveyed accounting students for their opinionson the
importance of communication skills needed to be successful in the public accounting
environment. The results indicated that accounting students perceived oral communication
skills to be moderately important and written communication to be unimportant.
Tanner and Carruth (1985) surveyed 546 accounting professors throughout the
United States to determine accounting professors' perceptions of accounting majors'
communicative and quantitative skills; 222 responded. Sixty-one percent of theaccounting
professors perceived that accounting graduates hadpoor communication skills especially in
writing. Furthermore, accounting professors indicated thatmore communication skills should
be emphasized throughout the curriculum even if itmeans decreasing emphasis in15
quantitative areas. The researchers recommended that high school and collegeteachers
should place greater emphasis on communication skills in the business and accounting
courses.
Zook, Frey, and Chase (1981) surveyed 675 accounting professional listed inthe
Pennsylvania Institute of CPA Directory of members. This studywas intended to find out
how adequately they had been prepared by their college accountingcourses and to identify
curricula areas other than accounting in which professionals felt accounting students needed
more course work. Forty-five percent of those surveyed responded. Eighty-six percent of
the accounting professionals felt "good" about the accounting contentarea but inadequately
prepared in other areas such as English, mathematics, and businesscourses other than
accounting. Accounting professionals who are in the public accounting sector indicateda
greater need for improvement in their communication skills than those in the private and
governmental sectors.
Hunter (1984) stated that accounting schools and departments have been criticized
for graduating accounting students with high grades who could not communicateeffectively.
Hunter surveyed 103 accounting graduates from Western Carolina University and 53
employers who employed accounting graduates from the university to determine their views
concerning communication and communication problems. Thirty-one percent of the
accounting graduates responded and forty percent of the employers of accounting graduates
responded. Eighteen percent of the accounting graduates stated that they had taken
additional courses after graduation to improve their communication skills. The employers
indicated that entry-level accountants had problems in oral and written communication.
McGee (1982) stated that accounting curricula in undergraduate and graduate
schools emphasized the analysis of financial statements but ignored the interpretationof the
financial statements analysis. According to McGee, communication in accounting requires
supplying more information than just numbers, and the old adage that "the figures speak for
themselves" does not work in today's society.16
Hyslop and Faris (1984) stated that the importance of good communication skills
should be a part of the course objectives and content in order for students to recognize the
value of effective communication.
Writing
The importance of good writing skills for managers and employees was emphasized
by several researchers. Managers who have good writing skills have advantages over
those that do not in times of promotion (Savage, 1984; Stine & Skarzenski, 1979; and
Pearce, 1988). The AICPA Committee on Education and Experience (1968) which was
appointed to review Roy and MacNeill's Horizons for a Profession: The Common Body of
Knowledge for CPAs concluded the following:
Effective communication, both written and oral is an indispensable skill of the
professional (accountant).... We would recommend that in every course the student
be required to demonstrate his continuing ability in written communication (p. 58).
"Words are the daily tools of work" (Savage, 1984, p. 34). Researchers found that
almost 15 percent of today's high school graduates read and write with sixth grade
proficiency (Mohler, 1982; Tanner & Carruth, 1985).Approximately 71 percent of the
accounting professors in Tanner and Carruth's study agreed that students entering
accounting as a curriculum have poor writing and verbal skills.
According to Albert Joseph, founder of the International Writing Institute in
Cleveland:
There is a...need to teach professional men and women how to write. They've been
there at their desk foundering with letters and reports and have learned how
important it is to their careers to be able to write well. Many of them have been
passed by promotion and seen other people promoted simply because of writing skills
("Too Much Learning," 1981, p. 73-74).
About 85 percent of business today is carried out in part or entirely by written word
(Savage, 1984). Savage considers writing as an important talent, and business people
should write precisely and convey intended emotional connotations. Savage emphasized the17
need for writers to know their readers' readability levelas research indicates that much
business writing is not at the appropriate reading level.
Business executives in Stine and Skarzenski's (1979) study consideredclarity,
conciseness, organization, grammar, and spelling as the most important basic writingskills
graduates/employees should possess. Furthermore, business executives believedthat
graduates/employees must be able to write effectively to be successful. Anaccounting
graduate who had mastered the accounting cycle isa valued employee, but a graduate who
knows how to communicate and translate the data has greater value (Clarke, 1987).
Clarke emphasized that accounting graduates not only need to write well,but also be able to
cater to those who use accounting information--creditors, government agencies,investors,
and the general public.
Andrews and Koester (1979) conducted a survey to measure accounting
professionals' expectations of newly hired employee's communication skills. Outof 1702
questionnaires, 478 were returned. From the 478 respondents, 42.6percent stated that the
newly hired employee's writing skills were very ineffective. Non-numericalreport writing
was the most significant problem area rated by the respc ,dents on a Likert scale of "1"to
"5", "1" being the most significant and "5" being the leastgnificant. However, there was
little or no agreement on how to develop writing skills in the classroom.
Addams (1982) surveyed 400 Brigham Young University (BYU) accounting
graduates to determine the writing skills and writing projects whichare most important to an
accountant's success and which should be taught to collegiate accounting students. Inhis
findings, letters, analytical reports involving comparisonor evaluations, audited and
unaudited narrative reports, memoranda and audit programswere considered the five most
important writing areas in relation to job success. In relation to teaching emphasisfor
writing skills, the respondents ranked the following to be the fivemost important skills: write
concisely, construct smooth sentences, choose clear words, make conclusions, andorganize
reports. Addams suggested these teaching emphases should be included in the business18
writing instruction. He recommended whenever possiblethat business writing classes should
be organized with accounting majors onlyso as to optimize their knowledge and skills of
writing projects in accounting. Contrary to Addams'suggestion, Hirch and Collins (1988)
suggested that communication skills are best taught withinthe accounting classes rather
than being taught by a special business communicationcourse or other general education
course.
Various studies have revealed that business practitionersin general are considered
to be poor writers (Stone, 1971; Addams, 1982; & Pearce,1988).Pearce said that
teachers, not employers, should teach basic writing skillsto accounting graduates. He
mentioned various methods and approaches that couldbe used to improve students' writing,
such as using essay questions instead of multiple choice,and library reports on topics
learned in class.
Holder (1979) suggested that students needto write frequently and that this can be
accomplished better if students work ingroups, preferably not more than five. He stated
that the forming of groups should be done carefullyso that a good mix of those who write
well and those who do not is obtained. He felt that allowingstudents to work in groups has
some advantages, such as peer response, rapid feedback anda variety of evaluative
comments. Holder indicated that the more studentsare allowed to write frequently and
have their work critiqued, the more chances they haveto improve their writing ability.
Denton (1986a, 1986b, & 1986c) stressed the importanceof concise writing. He stated that
most middle and top management staff have a limitedamount of time; therefore, articles,
reports and letters should be concisely written.Denton gave the following suggestions: (1)
have a central theme, (2) relate subordinate ideasto the central theme, and (3) avoid
writing in the manner that one speaks. Hulbert (1981) said,"Clarity is perhaps the most
important quality of any written message--without ita message is meaningless" (p. 324).
Hulbert concluded that successful writers take into considerationclarity, conciseness, and19
tone when choosing their words, but above all, successful writers consider their readers'
interests, experiences, and vocabularies.
Business persons considered people who cannot writeas the most troublesome
problem they encountered (Fielden, 1964). Mean (1982) stated that faultymechanics on
written communication caused businesses to lose credibility and/or millions ofdollars. Fielden
suggested four basic categories by which superiorscan evaluate their subordinates' writing
abilities--readability, correctness, appropriateness, and thought. In conclusion, Fielden
recommended that these four categories can be used in high school, collegeand university
classes to evaluate students' writing ability.
For students to be able to communicate accounting information, Clarke(1987)
suggested Golen's eight fundamental writing concepts, whichcan be adjusted to apply to
accounting:
1. Analyze the user of the accounting information;
2 Organize the information into a meaningful and logical format;
3. Define accounting terms that may not be familiar to theuser;
4. Use specific or concrete words rather than abstract words;
5. Be as concise as possible so that the information will be understandableto
the user;
6. Use illustrations, when applicable, to reinforce the user's understanding of
the ideas expressed in the narrative;
7. Use grammar, punctuation, and spelling effectively;
a Proofread for possible errors in content, writing, mechanics.
Writing effectively and efficiently are important. Hyslop (1981) noted that
efficiency should be given equal priority in writing. He stated: "Studentscan learn to write
effectively and efficiently if educators emphasize the importance of both ofthese qualities
and encourage the development of effectiveness and efficiency in writing skillsduring the
teaching/learning process" (p. 22).20
Speaking
A good proportion of accountants and teachers' work time is spent in communicating
information to their clients, colleagues and students. Whitaker (1978) stated that
accountants and accounting students have been taught to read, write, and listen in
conjunction with accounting terms and procedures. Whitaker emphasized that little has been
accomplished in the area of verbalizing accounting terms and procedures. He reported that
students and accountants need to achieve the verbal skills essential to: (1) ask andanswer
questions about accounting terms and procedures when interacting with teachers andpeers,
(2) talk with potential employers about accounting, and (3) communicate with other
employees or supervisors.
More emphasis should be placed on oral communication (Hanson, 1987; Whitaker,
1978). Accountants who participated in the BYU study conducted by Hanson stressed that
communication skills were as important as accounting skills tasks, and communication skills
were possibly more difficult to obtain. Respondents were asked to rate the various
communication skills necessary to achieve success on the job. Asking and answering clients'
questions was rated as the most important oral communication task and necessary to
achieve success on the job. In Hanson's study, respondents identified five most used oral
communication skills tasks as shown in Table 2.
When respondents were categorized by number of years worked in the accounting
field, and public and private sectors, the first two top ranked tasks (answering questions
from clients, and asking clients' questions) alternated, but the other tasks differed
considerably. One of the respondents in the BYU study commented that he spent at least
one-half of his time actively speaking or writing information in language versus numbers and
that he was not trained for these aspects in his college courses.TABLE 2
THE FIVE MOST USED ORAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS TASKS
IN HANSON'S STUDY
RANK
ORDER COMMUNICATION SKILLS MEAN
1 Answering questions from clients 4.26
2 Asking clients questions 4.23
3 Giving supervisory instruction 4.18
4 Receiving supervisory instruction 4.16
5 Contacting potential clients 4.01
case:1 =sowes importance
Hanson (1987)
5=highest importance
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Recent studies indicated that individuals in businesses considered oral presentation
skills very important (Stine & Skarzenski, 1979; Bennett & Olney, 1986, Olney & Bednar,
1984). Mott (1990) defined oral communication as a combination of how people talk and
what they talk about. He stated that oral communication is an important element of the
communication process.It can be improved through practice using oral presentation
activities. He suggested the following oral presentation activities that can be incorporated in
any subject matter area: impromptu presentation tasks (from familiar to unfamiliar
matters), oral periodical review (oral summary reports on assigned articles), and listening
sensitivity (oral quiz). Allen (1987) suggested student participation in symposia and panel
discussions as developmental activities for oral communication.22
Reading
While all business education courses require reading, little has been doneto improve
the reading level of students. Fuchs (1987) stated that the reading level fora tenth grade
class ranges from fifth grade to beyond college. The literature revealed that thereading
level of materials required for the subject matter needed further evaluation forstudents to
enhance the content. Razek, Hosch, and Pearl (1982) also pointed out that studentstend to
rely very heavily on textbooks as their primary source of knowledge. Smith, Smith,and
Dronberger (1981) emphasized the importance of readability measurement foraccounting
textbooks since accounting textbooks play a great role in the instructional mode. In1965,
Austin found that 86 percent of accounting lectures closely followed textbookcontent.
Researchers emphasized the need for educators to obtain and know the readinglevel of their
students, accounting textbooks, and other occupational literature (Austin, 1965; Briggaman
& Sliva, 1989). They pointed out that business teacherscan obtain their students' reading
abilities from the following sources: standardized tests, informal readingtests, teacher
observation, anecdotal records, and student self evaluation.
Razek. Hosch, and Pearl (1982) noted that much research had been conductedon
accounting methodology, but little research had been done on the readability of the
accounting texmooks that are used. In 1979, Razek, Stearns, and Villere conducteda test
using the Flesch Index on the majority of the principles of accounting textbooksused in
colleges and universities. They reported the majority of the principles of accounting
textbooks were suitable for the upper undergraduate-level readers anda few of the
textbooks were more suitable for the graduate-level readers than for undergraduate-level
readers. Razek, Stearns, and Lacho (1980) used the Flesch Index to test thereadability of
the textbooks which included both managerial and cost accounting. Their findingsconcurred
with Razek, Stearns, and Villere (1979) that most of the cost and managerialtextbooks
tested were suitable for upper-level undergraduate-level readers. Using the Fog Index,
Traugh, Powers, and Adedokun (1981) tested the first-year accounting textbooks,and their23
findings were contrary to Razek, Stearn, Lacho and Villere's findings. Traugh,Powers, and
Adedokun found that the first-year accounting textbookswere appropriate for first-year
accounting students at the college/university level.
Smith, Smith and Dronberger (1981) used the Flesch Index to calculate thereading
level for the introductory, intermediate, and advanced accounting textbooks.The textbooks
were classified according to grade level (introductory, intermediate, and advanced) and
publisher. The introductory textbooks' reading level increasedas the course difficulty
increased.The mean reading level for the introductory accounting textbooks rangedfrom
9.4 to 11.0. The authors indicated that reading levels between 9.4 to 12.1 reflectedan actual
reading level of "fairly difficult" to "difficult."
While these studies indicated that the readability of accounting textbookswere
mixed, Briggaman and Sliva (1989) said that caution should be used when usingany
readability formulas since readability formulas only provide quick estimates ofreading
difficulty of the materials being reviewed or the student's reading level at that particular
time. Therefore, continued application of readability tests is needed.
The literature indicated that secondary school teachers should be ableto prepare
students who are joining the work world or who are going on to college to read diverse
printed business materials and textbooks. Briggaman and Sliva (1989) stated thatstudents
need to learn the essentials of reading before they can fend for themselves.They
suggested that content area teachers could use reading consultants to help them build their
students' reading levels. To develop reading skills, the researchers suggested business
educators do the following: (1) identify those learning objectives that they consider
important in order for students to master the content area, (2) identify those specific
reading and studying skills that their students need to obtain the selected objectives,and (3)
assess the reading skills that students have and teach those skills they do not have. Fuchs
(1987) mentioned various ways by which contentarea teachers can improve their students'
reading level and study skills: vocabulary, survey, questioning, read, recitation,and review.24
Hilton (1989) reported on a reading exercise that incorporated writing and speaking.
Students were asked to read at least two journals (such as Business Week, the Wall Street
Journal, and CPA Journal) each week and keep a reading journal focusing on general
business and field specific business. The entries were to include publication data,a brief
abstract of the article, notes, and a personal response to the article. Students' reading
journals were collected at -the end of the week, and students were asked to presentone of
their journal articles. Students disliked such assignments initially, but, at the end of the
semester, they reported that the reading exercise had exposed them to the real-world
context.
Burnett and Berg (1988) reported on the National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP) findings. The NAEP found that there has been a decline in the inferential
comprehension skills among seventeen-year old students. Burnett and Berg stated that
many teachers approached reading instruction as a series of skills taught in planned
sequence, geared mainly by the textbook and workbook drill. To improve reading
comprehension, Burnett and Berg suggested that teachers should ask more high-level
questions to build students' critical thinking. Also, they mentioned various metacognitive
techniques such as semantic mapping and vocabulary to improve students' reading
comprehension.
Listening
Much emphasis has been placed on communication skills associated with speaking,
writing and reading, but not much has been done about listening in terms of teaching listening
skills in the formal curriculum of the educational system (Crittenden & Crittenden, 1983);
Goddard & Bauer, 1985).It has been generally defined that a person spends about 9 percent
of his/her time reading, 16 percent writing, 30 percent speaking, and 45 percent listening
(Caudill & Donaldson, 1986). Researchers have found that good listening techniques helped
students understand subject matter better, enabled students to take more accurate notes in25
notes in the classroom, and enabled students to carry out instruction better (Stearns,1983;
Crittenden & Crittenden, 1983; Remp, 1984). Duker (1954) stated that theeducation
system is based upon listening as a means of communication: "Our wholesystem of
education from kindergarten to graduate school is predicatedon the effectiveness of
listening as a means of assimilating communication" (p.405).
Markgraf (1966) indicated that listening precedes understanding ina classroom, and
therefore, it is an important aspect for students to master listening skills.It was estimated
that elementary school students spend 58 percent of their total classroomactivity time
listening; secondary school students spend about 53 percent of theirtotal classroom activity
time listening (Markgraf, 1966); and post-secondary students spend about 69percent of their
classroom activity time listening (Steil, 1978). Although 40 to 60 percent of the workday is
spent on listening (Quible, 1989), listening receives only eight percent instructionalemphasis
as opposed to reading which receives about 50 percent (Smelter & Watson, 1985; Nichols &
Stevens, 1957; Benoit & Lee, 1988). Benoit and Lee (1988) concluded thatthe educational
system does not provide the right amount of time and energy devoted towards improvement
of listening techniques of students. No personal training in listening is givento students.
Researchers predicted that listening can be taught and/or improved (Goddard&
Bauer, 1985; Quible, 1989; Benoit & Lee, 1988).It was also indicated that listening
instruction can improve listening and reading abilities in all levels of life (Boodt,1984;
Pearson & Fielding, 1982).
Hyslop and Faris (1984) stated that it is necessary for studentsto distinguish
between hearing and listening. They stated: "Hearing involves receiving theoral message
while listening involves interpreting and responding to the message" (p. 52). Also,Goddard
and Bauer (1985) defined listening as "...an intentional, active, mentalprocess which involves
selection, reception and comprehension" (p. 36). To improve students' listeningskills, Hyslop
and Faris (1984) suggested that students and teachers need to firsteliminate barriers (such
as noise or distractions within the environment, unfamiliar words used by the speaker,26
unusual pronunciation and the volume) which may interfere with the listening process. They
suggested the following exercises which could be used in developing good listening and
speaking skills in any content area:
1. Telephone skills: enunciation and pronunciation of words are learned, and
also the speaker's message is analyzed without any interpersonal
communication.
2 Interviewing techniques: students learn both nonverbal and verbal aspects
of the message transmitted.In addition, their own nonverbal and verbal
messages are evaluated.
Quible (1989) suggested several exercises that can be used to improve students'
listening skills. One suggestion was to read text material to students but not allow them to
take notes as they listen. Another suggestion was to ask students questions or have them
paraphrase the material that was orally presented.
To listen effectively, Lewis and Graham (1988) suggested the following:
concentrate on what others say, listen for facts, see it from the other person's viewpoint,
restate the other person's views, clarify vague points, and do not make judgements quickly.
Another method of teaching listening was suggested by Nichols and Stevens which
was cited in Benoit and Lee's 1988 article:
1. Set aside classroom time for specific courses in listening--the
direct approach.
2. Coordinate listening with all other subjects--the integrated
approach.
3. Set up a listening laboratorya combination of the direct and
integrated approach.27
COMPUTERS IN ACCOUNTING
The review of literature indicated that the accounting profession is increasingly
using complex measurement techniques, intricate analytical concepts, andnew
communication technology to provide improved information for innumerable economic and
social decisions. Anderson (1983) concluded that today's accounting graduate is requiredto
be computer literate and familiar with at least two types of computer accounting spread
sheets, as well as to be knowledgeable in programming in at least one computer language:
In the exploding field of computer technology, chartered accountants (CAs)may not
have to be computer programmers but they will have to think like computer
programmers if they are to be able to organize their complex, specialized field of
expertise into digestible chunks. (p. 33)
Computer utilization in private and public sectors have affected various professional
fields but especially so in the accounting field (Simmons & Hart, 1988). Trends indicated
that accountants, bookkeepers, and accounting clerks need to know some computer
application skills to conduct proper auditing, enter data into electronic spreadsheets, and be
able to pull information when asked. It was projected in 1982 that accounting graduates
would be involved in some form of computerized accounting in their careers (Robinson,
Davis, & Alderman, 1982).
Bialaszewski, Kocakulah, and Bialaszewski (1986) responded to a question raised in
the 1983 conference of the AICPA as to whether accounting departmentswere providing
adequate computer exposure to their business students. They conducted asurvey of
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) accredited institutionsto
determine the extent to which computers were utilized in the accounting curricula.
Questionnaires were sent to 228 AACSB schools; only 140 responded. Out of the 140
respondents, 135 were usable. Approximately 84 percent of the respondents usedcomputer
application accounting information, but only 23.7 percent of the respondents used computers
in the Principles of Accounting I, and 25.1 percent used computers in the Principles of
Accounting II.28
Simmons and Hart (1988) conducted a study in 1984 of 190 AACSB institutions to
determine the current use of computers in accounting education. Of the 79 responses, 81
percent of the respondents were using computers; 70 percent were using microcomputers;
and 59 percent were using main frame computers. The average number of microcomputers
available for students' use was 22; the average number of main frame terminals was 29.
Also, Simmons and Hart found that computers were integrated in the more advanced
courses (such as cost accounting and advanced accounting), and between seven and 11
hours of "hands on" computer usage was required per student per semester in principles of
accounting. Simmons and Hart estimated the hours to be less than one-fourth of the total
classroom hours. Their findings indicated no significant difference between university size
and the use of computers in accounting education.
Parmley and Parmley (1986) conducted a study of 200 AACSB member institutions
in 1984 to investigate what university administrators were scheduling and planning to
incorporate in future accounting computer curriculum. Of the 66 responses, 42 were from
accredited schools and 24 were not. Personal computers and main frames made by IBM
were found to be prevalent. The non-accredited institutions chose elementary accounting to
introduce computer applications; whereas, the accredited institutions chose Cost Accounting
I. On the other hand, accredited institutions had more computer applications in almost every
accounting course. In 1987, Parmley and Parmley conducted a follow-up of the 200 AACSB
member institutions; 94 responded. There was an increase in computer applications in all
accounting courses except elementary accounting. Both accredited and non-accredited
colleges selected Cost Accounting I, Accounting Information Systems, and Auditing to
incorporate computer applications. The use of main frames had decreased 45 percent;
whereas, the use of microcomputers had increased 24 percent.
Holderfield, Arn, and Roach (1986) surveyed secondary school accounting textbooks
to determine their content related to computer applications. They reported that students29
explored the application of computer technology to perform business tasks, but they
concluded that students needed more computer knowledge than just computer exploration.
Hiltebeitel and Harmon (1984) surveyed 96 two-year and four-year colleges and
universities in Pennsylvania to determine the types of computers used, theextent of
microcomputer usage in elementary accounting,reasons for not using microcomputers, and
the specific applications of the microcomputers in current accounting classes. Forty-two
schools participated in the study. The survey revealed that (1) Apple and IBMwere the
prevalent brands of microcomputers used in the schools; (2) of the two-year colleges,59
percent did not use the microcomputers in their elementary accountingcourses; only four
percent of the four-year colleges used microcomputer as an integral part of their elementary
accounting course; and (3) reasons given for not using microcomputers in accountingwere
because of a lack of time, cost of hardware and software, lack of quality software for
elementary accounting courses, and familiarity with microcomputers by students in other
courses. Hiltebeitel (1986) mentioned that accounting educators would be more willing to
integrate microcomputers into their accounting curriculum if itwere evident that
microcomputers would ease the time constraint in the accounting curriculum and/or improve
the learning process.
Preskill (1988) reported on a survey conducted by TALMIS in 1986. Eighty-eight
percent of the school districts responding to the TALMIS survey were in theprocess of
using computers for instruction. The availability of quality software and the number of
computers in the schools were increasing. But one major barrier that teachers needed to
overcome was the effective use of computer technology to enhance the learning outcomes
of their students. More than one-half of the TALMIS survey respondents said that
additional information and training of teachers would encouragemore effective use; 51
percent of the respondents said that they didn't know how to use instructional software and
found it very difficult to integrate instructional software into their daily classroom
curriculum.30
To find out about teachers' perceptions toward computers, Tamashiro and
Bechtelheimer (1988) conducted an observational study of classroom teachers enrolled in
two graduate-level courses--"Instructional Design for Computer Use" and "Software forthe
Elementary Curriculum." Before taking these classes, participantswere skeptical and
hostile toward computers. Additionally, participants thought that usingcomputers would
require changes in the way they had been teaching. At the end of thecourses, Tamashiro
and Bechtelheimer identified three areas of change in the teachers' perceptions: changein
teachers' concepts about technology, new ways of thinking about teaching, and changein
self-concept. Their observations were verified by participants'responses to the
questionnaires returned to the researchers. The teachers realized that they coulduse
computers and software in various ways to improve their instruction and toencourage their
students to think critically.
Halvorsen (1982) stated instructors who incorporated microcomputers in their
classroom needed a good basic knowledge of the theory of electronic data processing.
According to Halvorsen, instructors who have a good basic knowledge of the theory of
electronic data processing were better able to answer students' questionson its operation.
Fordham and White (1987) suggested that many teachers feel inadequate when using
computers in their classroom, and some have taken early retirement or postponed theuse of
computers each year.
The literature suggested that teachers can incorporate computer application into
their accounting classes by (1) including computer vocabulary into their everydayteaching,
(2) repeating comprehensive problems and practice sets with computers, (3) teachingthe
concept that accounting is part of a larger system of any business, and (4) emphasizing the
importance of interpreting the financial data at the end ofan accounting cycle (Stubbe,
1981).
Researchers stressed that students should have a knowledge of accounting
principles before using computerized accounting (Stubbe, 1981; Halvorsen, 1982; Hiltebeitel,31
1986; Fordham & White, 1987). Halvorsen (1982) objected toany programmed software that
had the accounting logic built in. Both Halvorsen and Hiltebeitel used the electronic
spreadsheet to demonstrate how computers can be integrated into the accounting
curriculum.
Brown (1980) supported the dual approach in which studentswere taught to do
accounting manually and then repeat the methodology by doing one or two problem exercises
with the computer.
One main concern reported in the literature was fraud (cheating)on assignments
when working with computers; individuality should be stressed except when studentsare
asked to work in groups. Fordham and White (1987) stated that students' assignmentscan
be evaluated by the teacher or student aide from the screen or hardcopy. Thomas (1983a)
and Wu (1984) indicated that the use of microcomputers helped students thinkmore
analytically. Computers facilitated the learning of accounting, developed computer literacy,
minimized on-the-job training, prepared students for higher entry-level jobs, and reduced
repetitious routine.
SUMMARY
Although there have been studies on aspects of the development and improvement
of accounting curriculum, very little research has been reported on the adequacy of the
first year accounting curriculum. In the area of accounting teaching methods, the variables
which influenced most frequently used teaching methods and their limitationswere
discussed. Appropriately modified computer applications, good communication skills
(reading, writing, listening, speaking) were identified as essential for the accounting
curriculum as reviewed in the literature.The first-year accounting curriculum of
secondary schools, community colleges, and four-year colleges in Oregonmay be influenced
by one or more communication skills and by the computer applications.32
CHAPTER 3
THE DESIGN OF THE STUDY
To test the hypotheses, it was necessary to identify the population, select the sample
size, develop, design and distribute the questionnaire, and identify the statistical methods to be
used for analysis of the collected data.
THE SELECTION OF THE POPULATION AND SAMPLE SIZE
Wunsch (1986) stated that the size of a sample depends on various factors suchas:
size of the population, time to conduct the survey, costs of collecting the data, and type of
survey method used. He stressed that the main concern should be the confidence that the
sample size will be representative of the population size within an acceptableerror limit.In
addition, the sample size should be determined in relationship to the level of probabilityor the
confidence level that the researcher selected. Wunsch's table of sample size incorporated Clover
(1984), Kish (1964), and National Education Association [NEA] (1960), and the sample size
information was used in determining the sample size.
Of the thirty-nine public and private vocational schools, community colleges, four-year
colleges, and universities in Oregon, only those public and private vocational schools, community
colleges, four-year colleges and universities in Oregon offering first-year accountingwere
included in the study (Appendix A). The names of community colleges, four-year colleges, and
universities accounting instructors were obtained from the following: The 1989 Accounting
Faculty Directory, The Oregon Business Education Directory, secretaries at the various
institutions, and business department chairs. A list of 200 accounting instructorswas compiled
and numbered. A random sample of 120 accounting instructors was selected using the table of
random numbers (Wunsch, 1986).
At the time of the study, there were 244 high schools, 36 middle and junior high schools,
and seven grade schools in Oregon that offered business education curricula. Thenames of the33
high school accounting teachers were obtained from the Oregon representative for McGraw-Hill
Book company, "Oregon Business Education Directory" (Appendix A), and business department
chairs. A list of 350 high school accounting teachers was compiled and numbered. A random
sample of 312 accounting teachers was selected using the table of random numbers.
DEVELOPMENT OF QUESTIONNAIRES
The development of the questionnaires was based on: (1) review of the literature, (2)
review by an initial review team (a senior research assistant and aprogram director for
business and marketing education), and (3) review by a Delphi panel which consisted of two
community colleges' instructors, three university professors, and two high school teachers, using
a modified Delphi technique.
The initial draft of the questionnaires was based on the review of the literature. The
following subject matter was identified in the review of the literature: teaching methods, testing
methods, communication skills, computer application used, textbook(s) used, number of students
in accounting classes, the number of first-year accounting courses offered, and total credit
hours for first-year accounting. A two-phased process was used in designing the questionnaires
by the initial review team (Appendix B). The review team was given a draft; changes and
suggestion were incorporated in the questionnaire. The revised questionnaire was submitted to
the the team a second time for refinement. The review team checked for biases, relevancy,
clarity, logic, and content validity.
The format used on the questionnaires was adopted according to the format presented
by Don A. Dillman in his book, Mail and Telephone Surveys; The Total Design Method. The
revised questionnaires were presented to a delphi panel members (Appendix B) to check for
clarity, logic, biases and relevancy.
A two-phased process of the modified delphi technique was used. The Delphi panelwas
encouraged to include or delete any questions as necessary. The questionnaireswere modified
and presented to the Delphi panel and the initial review team for validation andany necessary34
changes. Further corrections were made to the questionnaires. Thequestionnaires were
presented to the authors graduate committee for final approval. Thefinal draft of the
questionnaires were mailed out to the selected sample population.
COLLECTION OF DATA
The questionnaires and cover letterswere initially mailed out on January 29, 1990, to
312 high school business teachers and 120 community collegeand four-year college accounting
instructors. A stamped, self-addressed envelopewas included for each participant to return the
questionnaire. A copy of the high school questionnaire, communitycollege/university
questionnaire, and the cover letter appear in Appendices C, D, and E,respectively. Each
questionnaire was numerically coded for ease of follow-up and toprotect the confidentiality of
respondents' answers. Two weeks were allowed for the participantsto return the questionnaire.
A follow-up postcard (Appendix F) was mailed outon February 19,1990, to participants who had
not returned the questionnaire. Participants were encouragedto call if the questionnaire had
been misplaced, and to return the questionnaire by February 28,1990. A second follow-up
(Appendix G) which included a duplicate of the questionnaire anda letter was mailed out on
March 8, 1990, to participants who had not responded. Participantswere asked to return the
questionnaire by March 26, 1990. A week's grace periodwas allowed, during which participants
were contacted by phone to encourage return of the questionnaire. April 9, 1990,was the final
date for data to be included in the analysis.
Of the 120 questionnaires sent to community college anduniversity accounting teachers,
50 (41.7%) were returned; of the 312 questionnaires sentto high school accounting teachers,
150 (48.1%) were returned. A total of 432 combined questionnaireswere sent to high school,
community college, and university accounting teachers; 200 (46.3%)responded (Table 3).35
TABLE 3
BREAKDOWN OF SURVEYS MAILED OUT AND RETURNED
TYPE OF SURVEY
TOTAL
SENT OUT
TOTAL
RETURNED
PERCENTAGE
RETURNED
Community Colleges/University 120 50 41.7%
High School 312 150 48.1%
TOTAL 432 200 46.3%
Table 4, shows the categorical breakdown of the participants according to their
employment, based on the actual data received. The reclassified datawas used throughout the
analysis of findings, conclusions and recommendations. High school participantswere renamed
secondary schools' participants for ease. Four-year colleges and universitieswere combined as
the cell sizes were too small to conduct a valid statistical study. The participants in thesetwo
groups were renamed four-year college participants. There were four missing data (participants
who did not include their level of teaching) representing two percent of the total returnedsurvey;
these data were not included in the result. The return rate on the reclassifiedgroups were the
following: secondary schools 69.5 percent, community colleges14.5 percent, and four-year
colleges 14.0 percent.
Table 5 shows the frequency and percent distribution of the accounting teachers bysex.
The data indicated that 57.7 percent of the secondary schools' accounting teachers, 41.4
percent of community colleges' accounting teachers, and 48.0 percent of the four-year colleges'
accounting teachers were female. There was no significant difference according to participants'
sex distribution among the three groups (Chi square = 3.23, df = 4, P= 0.52).36
TABLE 4
CATEGORICAL BREAKDOWN OF EMPLOYMENT
TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT
ACTUAL DATA RECLASSIFIED DATA
Na PERCENT N PERCENT
High School 148 69.8 139 69.5%
Technical School 1 0.5%
Community Colleges 31 14.6% 29 14.5%
Four-Year Colleges 11 5.2%
Universities 17 8.0% 28*b 14.0%
Missingc 5 1.9% 4 2.0%
Totals 200 100.0%
aOne subject selected high school and technical school was classified as high school
Nine subjects selected both high school and community college were classifiedas community college.
Two subjects selected both community college and four-year college were classifiedas four-year.
bFour-year colleges and universities were combined as the cell sizes were too small for meaningful analysis. The
terminology that will be used throughout the statistical analysis will be four-year college.
cMissing data were participants that did not indicate their level of teaching.
The reclassified data were used throughout the statistical analysis.37
TABLE 5
SEX OF PARTICIPANTS
SEX
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES
N PERCENT N PERCENT N PERCENT
Male 58 42.3% 17 58.6% 13 52.0%
Female 79 57.7% 12 41.4% 12 48.0%
TOTAL 137 29 25
Chi square X2=3.23, DF=4, P=0.52
Table 6 shows the age distribution of the respondents. The data exhibit that 27.7
percent of the secondary schools' accounting teachers, 31.0 percent of the community colleges'
accounting teachers, and 48.0 percent of the four-year colleges' accounting teacherswere
between the ages of 36 and 45. There were no participants less than 25years of age among
the three groups--secondary schools, community colleges, and four-year colleges. Themedian
ages of the teachers in the secondary schools, community colleges and four-year collegeswas
43.0, 47.4, and 42.6 years, respectively.
Table 7 represents the educational attainment of the participants. The percentage of
secondary schools', community colleges', and four-year colleges' participants with master's
degrees was 58.4 percent, 75.9 percent and 48.0 percent, respectively. The educational
attainment category was reclassified into three groups for meaningful analysis--bachelors,
masters and others (Ph.D., Ed.D. and D.B.A.). There was a significant difference in educational
achievement of secondary schools', community colleges' and four-year colleges' participantsat38
TABLE 6
AGE OF THE PARTICIPANTS
YEARS
OF AGE*
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES
N PERCENT N PERCENT N PERCENT,
16.0% 25-40 years 40 29.2% 3 10.3% 4
36-45 years 38 27.7% 9 31.0% 12 48.0%
46-55 years 42 30.7% 13 44.8% 6 24.0%
over 55 years 17 12.4% 4 13.8% 3 12.0%
TOTAL 137 29 25
MISSING DATA 9
MEDIAN 43.0 41.4 42.6
Chi square X2=92, DF=6.0, P=0.16
*NOTE: There were no paricipants below 25years of age.39
TABLE 7
EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT OF THE PARTICIPANTS
TYPE OF
DEGREE
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES
N PERCENT N PERCENT N PERCENT
Bachelors 45 32.8% 3 10.3% 1 4.0%
Masters 80 58.4% 22 75.9% 12 48.0%
Others* 12 8.8% 4 13.8% 12 48.0%
TOTAL 137 20 25
MISSING DATA 9
Chi square (X )=34.1, DF=4, P=0.00
* NOTE: The educational achievement level was regrouped because of the small cellsizes in community
colleges and four-year colleges. Other=Ph.D, Ed.D and DBA.
0.05 confidence interval (X2=34.1, DF=4, P=0.00). The percentageof participants with master
degrees was more in the community colleges than participants in thesecondary schools and
four-year colleges. The percentage of participants with other degrees(Ph.D., Ed.D. and D.B.A.)
was more in four-year colleges than in the secondary schools and community colleges. There
were equal numbers of participants with master's and other degrees in the four-yearcolleges.
Table 8 presents frequency and percentage distributions of therespondents' teaching
experience in first-year accounting. The percentages of secondary school,community college
and four-year college were respondents who had less than sixyears teaching experiences in
teaching first-year accounting was 28.3 percent, 13.8 percent and 40.7percent, respectively.40
TABLE 8
TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
YEARS OF
TEACHING
EXPERIENCE
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES
N PERCENT N PERCENT N PERCENT
Less than 6 years 39 28.3% 4 13.8% 11 40.7%
6-10 years 33 23.9% 4 13.8% 7 25.9%
11-15 years 20 14.5% 9 31.0% 5 18.5%
16-20 years 15 10.9% 7 24.1% 1 3.7%
Over 20 years 31 22.5% 5 17.2% 3 11.1%
TOTAL 138 29 27
MISSING DATA 6
MEDIAN YEARS 10 14.1 7.3
Chi square X15.6, DF=8.0, P=0.049
Also, secondary school, community college and four-year college respondents who hadover 20
years of teaching experience in first-year accounting were 22.5 percent, 17.2 percent and 11.1
percent, respectively (Chi square=15.6, DF=8, P=0.05). The median years of teaching
experience in first-year accounting for secondary school, community college, and four-year
college respondents were 10.0, 14.1 and 7.3 years, respectively. The percentage of respondents
with less than six years teaching experience was more in the four-year colleges than in the
secondary schools and community colleges. The percentage of respondents with 16 to 20years
teaching was more in the community colleges than in the secondary schools and four-year
colleges. The percentage of respondents with over 20 years teaching experiencewas more in
secondary schools than in the community colleges and four-year colleges.41
The non-teaching experience of the secondary school, communitycollege, and four-year
college participants is shown in Table 9. The non-teachingexperience years interval was
reclassified because of small cell sizeover 15 years. The data showed that 80 percent of the
secondary school participants, 44 percent of the community college participants,and 56 percent
of the four-year college participants had less than sixyears of non-teaching experience. The
median years of non-teaching experience for the secondary school,community college, and four-
year college participants were 3.0, 7.0, and 4.5 years, respectively. Non-teaching experience
years differed significantly (X2=18.91, DF=8, P=0.00) among the secondary schools,community
colleges and four-year colleges. The percentage of participants with lessthan six years of non-
teaching experience was more in the secondary schools than in the communitycolleges and four-
year colleges. The percentage of participants with over 15 years of non-teaching experience
was more in community colleges and four-year colleges than in the secondary schools.
Table 10 shows the frequency and percentage distribution of theoverall professional
teaching experience of the secondary school, community college, and four-yearcollege
participants. The median years of total teaching experience for secondaryschools, community
colleges, and four-year colleges were 15.7, 17.1 and 10.1years, respectively. The total teaching
experience interval was reclassified for the variousgroups because of the small cell size over 20
years. The data indicated that 17. 5 percent of the secondary school participants, 3.4percent
of the community college participants, and 28.0 percent of the four-year collegeparticipants had
less than six years total teaching experience. In addition, the data revealedthat 27.7 percent of
the secondary school participants, 31.0 percent of the communitycollege participants, and 16.0
percent of the four-year college participants had over twentyyears of total teaching
experience. However, there was no significant differenceon the teaching experience among the
various groups.42
TABLE 9
NON-TEACHING EXPERIENCE OF THE PARTICIPANTS
YEARS OF
NON-TEACHING
EXPERIENCE
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES
N PERCENT N PERCENT N PERCENT
Less than 6 years 68 80.0% 11.0 44.0% 15 55.6%
6-10 years 11 12.9% 5 20.0% 5 18.5%
11-15 years 2 2.4% 2 8.0% 3 11.1%
over 15 years 4 4.7% 7 28.0% 4 14.8%
TOTAL 85 25 27
MEDIAN YEARS 3.0 7.0 4.5
Chi square X2=19, DF=8, P=0.0148
NOTE:The class intervals were reclassified to adjust for the small cell size over 15 years.43
TABLE 10
TOTAL TEACHING EXPERIENCE OF THE PARTICIPANTS
TOTAL YEARS
OF TEACHING
EXPERIENCE
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES
N PERCENT N PERCENT N PERCENT
Less than 6 years 24 17.5% 1 3.4% 7 28.0%
6-10 years 23 16.8% 4 13.8% 6 24.0%
11-15 years 20 14.6% 7 24.1% 4 16.0%
16-20 years 32 31.6% 8 27.6% 4 16.0%
Over 20 years 38 27.7% 9 31.0% 4 16.0%
TOTAL 137 29 25
MISSING DATA 9
MEDIAN YEARS 15.7 17.1 10.1
Chi square X2=18.2, DF=12.0, P=0.11
NOTE: The class intervals were reclassified to adjust for the small cell sizein the over 20 years' catagory for the
community colleges and four year colleges.44
The interval for the average class size was reclassified due to the small cell size in
community colleges' and four-year colleges' groups. Table 11, shows the average class size
frequency and percentage of the various groups. The data revealed 75.7 percent of the
secondary school and 31 percent of the community college participants had a class size of
twenty or less. The data further revealed that 11.2 percent of the secondary schools, 48.3
percent of the community colleges and 76.0 percent of the four-year college participants had
over 25 students in a class. There was a significant difference at 0.05 confidence interval of the
average class size (X2=98.9, DF=12, P=0.00) among the groups. The secondary school
respondents had smaller classes than the community college and four-year college respondents.
The four-year college classes had over 70 students per class.
Table 12 shows the frequency and percentage of the course sequence among the
secondary school, community college, and four-year college participants. At least 85.0 percent
of the secondary school, community college and four-year college participants used text format
in sequencing their courses. There were no significant differences in the sequencing of the first-
year accounting courses among the various groups (Chi square=2.63, DF=6, P=0.85).
There were significant differences in the following short and long-range changes of first-
year accounting curriculum among the various groups (Table 13):
Course credit (X2=12.64, DF=2, P=0.00)
Content (X2=4.88, DF=2, P=0.01)
Computer application (X2=8.58, DF=2, P=0.01).
The percentage of participants that indicated the course credit of first-year accounting to be
changed was greater in the four-year colleges than in the secondary schools and community
colleges. The percentage of participants that indicated content change was more in the
community colleges and four-year colleges than in the secondary schools. The percentage of
participants that indicated change in the computer application skills included in the first-year
accounting was greater in the secondary schools and community colleges than in the four-year
colleges.45
TABLE 11
AVERAGE CLASS SIZE
AVERAGE
NUMBER OF
STUDENTS IN
CLASSES
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES
N PERCENT N PERCENT N PERCENT
Less than 15 56 41.8% 5 17.2% 0 0.0%
16-20 32 23.9% 4 13.8% 0 0.0%
21-25 31 23.1% 6 20.7% 6 24.0%
Over 25 15 11.2% 14 48.3% 19 76.0%
TOTAL 134 29 25
MEDIAN CLASS
Chi square X2=98.9, DF=1 2, P=0.00
NOTE: The Bass size was reclassified due to the small cell size forthe secondary schools and community colleges46
TABLE 12
COURSE SEQUENCING
FORMAT
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES
N N PERCENT N PERCENT
Text format 116
_PERCENT
85.3% 24 85.7% 23 92.0%
Random chapter 3 2%2 1 3.6% 1 4.0%
Subject Matter 17 12.5% 3 10.7% 1 4.0%
TOTAL 136 29 25
MISSING DATA 11
Chi square X =2.63, DF=6, P=0.85TABLE 13
SHORT RANGE AND LONG RANGE CHANGE IN THE CURRICULUM
AREA OF CURRICULUMSECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGESTOTALX2DF 2 P. VALUE
Course Credit 24.2% 2.5% 80.0% 31.3% 12.64 0.00
Content 54.8% 87.55 80.0% 61.3% 4.88 0.01
Sequence of materials 45.2% 37.5% 50.0% 45.0% 0.28 0.87
Computer applications 95.2% 100.0% 70.0% 92.5% 8.58 0.01
Additional course 40.3% 62.5% 40.0% 42.5% 1.46 0.48
Course emphasis 46.8% 25.0% 50.0% 45.0% 1.47 0.48
Others 82.3% 75.0% 70.0% 80.0% 0.95 0.62
N 62 8 1048
STATISTICAL TEST TO BE USED IN EVALUATING THE INFORMATION
The two-way analysis of variance and chi-square testwere used to determine whether
there were significant differences among the threegroups. The chi-square test was chosen
because it was suitable for frequencies in discrete categories. ANOVAwas chosen because it
allows for two or more means to be tested at thesame time, and it takes into consideration
unequal sample size. The analysis of variance using the Tukeytest was applied to the following
questionnaire numbers: 8, 9, 14, 15, 21, 22, 23, 26, 28, 34, 35, 36, 43, and46. Chi square
testing was applied to the following discrete questions in the questionnaire:1, 2, 3, 16, 17, 19, 20,
24, 29, 32, 33, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 44, 45, 47, 48, 49 and 50. Straightpercentage was
calculated for the following questions: 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 13, 25, 27. Questions18, 30, 31 and 42
were tallied to get the necessary information. The statistical package usedwas SPSS.
SUMMARY
The population of the study was from accounting teachers inthe secondary schools,
community colleges, and four-year colleges in Oregon. The sample sizewas selected using the
tables of random numbers. Questionnaires were developed by using the modifiedDelphi
technique. Two way analysis, Chi square testing, and percentageswere used to analyze the
data. A 0.05 confidence level was chosen for this study.49
CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
INTRODUCTION
The statistical analysis of the data collected from the mail questionnaires is presented in this
chapter. The data on accounting teaching methods, communication skills (reading, writing,
listening, and speaking), evaluation methods used in testing communication skills, computer
applications, and evaluation methods used in testing computer applications were analyzed. The
results of the hypotheses decisions are included in this chapter. Demographic analysis is
presented in chapter 3.
TEACHING METHODS
This section presents information related to the teaching methods used in first-year
accounting by secondary school, community college, and four-year college participants.
Participants were given a list of commonly used teaching methods in first-year accounting and
asked to rate those that they used "frequently," "sometimes," "seldom," or "never.51
" Table 14 shows the one-way ANOVA table using Tukey test to analyze the significant
differences in each of the teaching methods. The following teaching methods used by secondary
school, community college, and four-year college participants were significantly different at 0.05
confidence level:
Programmed Instruction (F=12.18, DF=2,166, P=0.00)
Computer Aided Instruction (F=16.98, DF=2,167, P=0.02)
Computer Augmented Instruction (F=7.69, DF=2,171, P=0.00)
Games (F=16.98, DF=2,173, P=0.00)
Practice sets (F=21.69, DF=2,183, P=0.00)
Workbooks (F=87.06, DF=2,185, P=0.00)
Seminars (F=5.60, DF=2,173, P=0.04)50
TABLE 14
TEACHING METHODS USED IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
TEACHING METHOD IDF MSBIMSWIFIP. VALUETUKEY*
Traditional Lecture 2,1742.40 1.05229 0.11
Illustrated Lecture 2,1830.87 0.69 126 029
Lecture Discussion 2,178227 0.74 3.08 0.49
Programmed Instruction 2,16610.70 .:.: 12.18 0.00 1>2=3
Audio-tutorial 2,1661.78 0.444.05 0.19
Audio-visual 2,1640.92 0.55 1.67 0.19
Computer Aided Instruction 2,1675.09 0.77 6.60 0.00 1=2>3
Computer Augmented Instruction2,1717.69 1.00 7.69 0.00 1=2>3
Games 2,17315.62 0.92 16.98 0.00 1>2=3
Case Problems 2,1750.37 0.96 0.38 0.68
Television 2,1700.02 0.31 0.05 0.95
Practice Set 2,18216.49 0.7621.69 0.00 1=2>3
Workbooks 2,18523.81 027 87.06 0.00 1=2>3
Seminars 2,1736.32 1.13 5.60 0.04 1=2>3
Guest Speakers 2,1730.90 0.59 1.54 022
*1=Seconday School, 2=Community College, 3=Four-year College51
The secondary school and community collegeparticipants used more computerized
instructional methods (programmed instruction,computer aided instruction, computer augmented
instruction) than the four-year college participants.The secondary school participants used
more games than the community college and four-year collegeparticipants. Practice sets,
workbooks and seminars were usedmore often by secondary school and community college
participants.
The ratings of the teaching methods given byparticipants in each group were ranked
based on their means, and the resultsare shown in Table 15. The top five ranked teaching
methods by secondary school participantswere the following: workbook, illustrated lecture,
practice set, lecture discussion and computeraugmented instruction. The top two ranked
teaching methods by community college participantswere the same as secondary school
participants. The third, fourth and fifth ranked teachingmethods by the community college
participants were lecture discussion, practicesets and traditional lecture, respectively. The top
five ranked teaching methods by four-year collegeparticipants were illustrated lecture, lecture
discussion, traditional lecture, workbooks andcase problems. The current findings of the top
five ranked teaching methods by four-year collegerespondents revealed that the lecture method
was on the increase in the four-year colleges; thiswas in accordance with studies conducted by
Reynold, 1989; Golen & Burn, 1986; Patten & Backman,1972. Comparing the top three teaching
methods ranked by the respondents in this studywith Uddin's respondents top three teaching
methods (workbook, illustrated lecture, practicesets) in 1977 (Table 1), only the teaching
methods ranked by secondary schools' respondentswere identical to Uddin's teaching methods
ranked by high school respondents.
The five least used teaching methods by secondaryschool participants were guest
speakers, computer assisted instruction, audio-visual,audio-tutorial and television. The five
least used teaching methods by community collegeparticipants were computer assisted
instruction, programmed instruction, audio-visual,audio-tutorial and television. The five teaching52
TABLE 15
MEAN RANK OF TEACHING METHODS USEDIN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
METHODS
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES
Workbook 1 1 4
Illustrated Lecture 2 2 1
Practice Set 3 4 6
Lecture Discussion 4 3 2
Computer Augmented Instruction 5 7 8
Traditional Lecture 6 5 3
Games 7 10 9
Case Problems 8 6 5
Seminars 9 8 10
Programmed Instruction 10 12 12
Guest Speakers 11 9 7
Computer Assisted Instruction 12 11 14
Audio Visual 13 13 11
Audio Tutorial 14 14 15
Television 15 15 1353
methods used least by the four-year college respondentswere audio visual, programmed
instruction, television, computer assisted instruction,and audio tutorial. The secondaryschool,
community college, and four-year college participantsseldom or never used television,computer
assisted instruction, or guest speakersas leading methods.
Although high school and community collegeparticipants used more computerized
instructional methods in first-year accounting,two of the computerized instructional methods
(programmed instruction and computer assistedinstruction) were ranked low (Table15).
Appendix H shows the mean, standard deviation, samplesize and the significant
differences of each teaching method. Appendix I showsthe mean and the 95% confidence
interval on the teaching methods used in first-yearaccounting.
TEST METHODS
Participants were given a list of test methods thatare used in evaluating students in
first-year accounting and were asked to ratethose that they used frequently, sometimes,
seldom, or never. Table 16 indicates that therewere significant differences in the following test
methods used among secondary school, communitycollege, and four-year college respondents:
Multiple Choice (F =3.61, DF=2,184, P=0.03)
True and False (F=15.98, DF=2,183, P=0.00)
Matching (F=11.20, DF=2,181, P=0.00)
Four-year college participants used significantlymore multiple choice to evaluate
students than secondary school and community collegeparticipants. Secondary school
participants used significantly more true and falseto evaluate their students than community
college and four-year college participants. Matchingwas used significantly more by secondary
school and community college participants totest their students than four-year college
participants.54
TABLE 16
TEST METHODS USED IN FIRST-YEARACCOUNTING
TEST METHOD DF MSBMSW F P. VALUETUKEY*
Multiple Choice 2,184 3.03 0.84 3.61 0.03 3>1>2
True and False 2,1831525 0.95 15.98 0.00 1 >2=3
Work out problems 2,187 027 0.17 1.64 020
Fill in the blanks 2,179 2.78 1.08 2.57 0.08
Matchings 2,181 1121 1.00 1120 0.00 1 =2 >3
Structure Essay 2,175 1.16 0.70 1.66 0.19
Unstructured Essay 2,48 1.5 0.78 1.91 0.16
Short Answer 2,172 2.79 1.06 2.63 0.75
*1=Secondary School, 2=Community College, 3=Four-yearCollege
The ratings assigned to each of thetest methods by secondary school, community
college, and four-year college respondentswere ranked using means, and the resultsare shown
in Table 17. The top two ranked testingmethods for the three groups were work-outproblems
and multiple choice. Although multiple choicewas ranked second by the groups, four-year college
participants evaluate students by usingmore multiple choice than the other two groups (Tables
16 and 17). The next top ranked testing methodsfor secondary school and community college
participants were the same--true and false. Work-outproblem, multiple choice and shortanswer
ranked top three ranked testing methods usedby four-year college participants.55
TABLE 17
MEAN RANK OF TEST METHODS USED IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
TEST METHOD
SECONDARY
SCHOOL
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGE
Work out problems 1 1 1
Multiple Choice 2 2 2
True and False 3 3 4
Matchings 4 4 6
Fill in the Blanks 5 5 5
Unstructured Essay 6 6 8
Short Answer 7 8 3
Structured Essay 8 7 7
The three least ranked testing methods used bysecondary schools were as follows:
unstructured essay, short answers, and structuredessay. Unstructured essay, structured
essay and short answers were the lowest ranked testing methods used bythe community
college partic The four-year participants ranked matching,structured essay and
unstructured essay as the least used testing method used inevaluating students.
Unstructured and structured essay was seldomor never used by three groups (Table
17). Although the class size in the secondary schoolswas small (Table 6), the secondary school
participants ratings on the test methodswere not much different from the ratings given by
community college and four-year college participants' testingmethod rating. Researchers
indicated that if the class size is small teachers tendto use short answers, structured and/or
unstructured essay, but this was not the case in this study.Appendix J exhibits the means,
standard deviations, sample sizes, and statistical test resultsfor each testing method.56
Appendix K shows the mean and the 95 percent confidence intervalon the teaching methods
used in first-year accounting.
COMMUNICATION SKILLS IN ACCOUNTING
Writing
Only 41.3 percent of the participants (44.6 percent of secondaryschool, 34.5 percent of
community college, and 32.1 percent of four year college participants)included writing skills in
the first-year accounting class. Approximately 57percent of the secondary school participants,
60 percent of the community college participants, and 44percent of the four-year college
participants included less than four percent writing skills in the first-yearaccounting. About 38
percent of secondary school respondents, 40 percent of community collegerespondents, and 56
percent of four-year college respondents indicated that they includedover four percent in writing
skills in the first year accounting. There wasno significant difference in the inclusion of writing
skills in the first-year accounting among the secondary school,community college, and four-year
college participants (Table 18).
Participants were given a list of writing skills andwere asked to indicate those that
they used frequently, sometimes, seldom ornever. Table 19 shows the one-way ANOVA
results of the writing skills using the Tukey to evaluate the skills. Therewas no significant
differences in the writing skills included in the first-year accountingcourse.
The mean rank of each writing skill included in the first-yearaccounting is shown in
Table 20. Structured writing, short essay and unstructuredwriting were the top three ranked
writing skills included in the first-year accounting by secondaryschool participants. The top
three ranked writing skills for the community collegeparticipants are as follows: short essay,
memorandum and unstructured writing. Four-year collegeparticipants ranked short essay,
structured writing and unstructured writing to be the top threerankings. Unstructured writing57
TABLE 18
INCLUSION OF WRITING SKILLS IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
PERCENT
SECONDARY
SCHOOL
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGE
N Percent N Percent N Percent
Less than 4% 35 56.5% 6 60.0% 4 44.4%
4-6% 16 25.8% 2 20.0% 2 22.2%
7-10% 9 9.2% 2 20.0% 1 11.1%
Over 10% 2 3.1% 0 2 22.2%
Total 62 94.6% 10 8
CHI Square (X2) 6.96 DF 6 P.Value 0.32
TABLE 19
WRITING SKILLS USED IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
WRITING SKILLS DF MSBMSW F P. VALUETUKEY*
Structured Writing 2.68 1.87 0.91 2.05 0.13
Unstructured Writing 2,63 0.70 0.76 0.93 0.40
Short Essay 2,66 0.78 0.90 0.86 0.43
Report Writing 2,63 0.12 0.72 0.16 0.85
Memorandum 2,63 0.58 1.00 0.58 0.56
*1=Secondary School, 2=Community College, 3=Four-year College58
TABLE 20
MEAN RANK OF WRITING SKILLS USED IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
WRITING SKILLS
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES
Structured Writing 1 4 2
Short Essay 2 1 1
Unstructured Writing 3 3 3
Report Writing 4 5 4
Memorandum 5 2 5
was ranked third by the three groups of participants. Community college participants tend to
include short writing skills requirements in the first-year accounting.
Report writing and memorandum writing are seldom included in the first-year accounting
by the three groups (Table 20). Appendix L displays themean, standard deviation, sample size
and significant difference of each writing skill. Appendix M shows themean and the 95 percent
confidence level of each writing skill.
A list of evaluation criteria was given to the participants. Theywere asked to indicate
those that are very important, somewhat important, not too important,or not at all important.
The result is shown in a one-way ANOVA table using Tukey to analyze eachevaluation
criteria. Only one writing evaluation criteria was significantly different at 0.05 confidencelevel
(Table 21):
Readability (F=7.51, DF=2,77, P=0.00)
Four-year college and secondary school participants regarded readability significantlymore
important than community college participants.59
TABLE 21
WRITING EVALUATION CRITERIA USED INFIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
EVALUATION CRITERIADF MSBMSW F P. VALUETUKEY*
Correctness 2,75 0.72 0.61 1.19 0.31
Sentence construction 2,73 0.96 0.52 1.83 0.17
Thought 2,74 0.53 0.31 1.71 0.19
Organization & Clarity 2,76 0.63 0.35 1.77 0.18
Appropriateness 2,71 025 0.38 0.65 0.52
Readability 2,77220 029 751 0.00 3=1>2
*1=Secondary School, 2=Community College, 3=Four-year College
The ranks of the mean ratings of the evaluation criteriais shown in Table 22. The top
three ranked writing evaluation criteria for secondaryschool participants were: readability,
thought and organization/clarity. Thought, appropriatenessand organization/clarity were the
top three ranked evaluation criteria for community collegeparticipants. The following writing
evaluation criteria were regarded by four-year collegeparticipants to be the top three ranked:
thought, organization/clarity, and appropriatenessor readability.
Sentence construction was considered to be the least importantwriting evaluation
criteria in first-year accounting by secondary school, communitycollege, and four-year college
participants. The three least important writing evaluationcriteria by the secondary school
participants were appropriateness, correctness, andsentence construction. Community college
participants considered correctness and sentenceconstruction to be the least important writing
evaluation criteria.Readability, correctness, and sentence constructionwere the three least
important writing evaluation criteria considered by thefour-year college.60
TABLE 22
MEAN RANK OF WRITING EVALUATION CRITERIA USED IN FIRST-YEARACCOUNTING
WRITING EVALUATION
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES
Readability 1 5 3
Thought 2 1 1
Organization/Clarity 3 3 2
Appropriateness 4 2 3
Correctness 5 4 5
Sentence Construction 6 6 6
Appendix N displays the mean, standard deviation, sample size, and significant
differences of each writing evaluation criteria. Appendix 0 shows themean as 95 percent
confidence interval of the writing evaluation criteria.
Speaking
Approximately 33.7 percent of the participants (39.6 percent of the secondary school,
24 percent of the community college, 14.3 percent of four-year college respondents)included
speaking skills in the first-year accounting course (Table 23). At least 43percent of community
college and four-year college participants included less than four percent speaking skillsin the
first-year accounting. Twenty-six percent of secondary school participants includedless than
four percent speaking skills in first-year accounting. At least 50percent of secondary school,
community college and four-year college participants indicated that they includedover four
percent speaking skills in first year accounting. There wasno significant difference in the
inclusion of speaking skills in first-year accounting (X2=3.98, DF=6, P=0.68).61
TABLE 23
INCLUSION OF SPEAKING SKILLS IN FIRST-YEARACCOUNTING
PERCENT
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES
N Percent N Percent N Percent
Less than 4% 14 25.5% 3 42.8% 2 50.0%
4-6% 18 32.6% 1 14.3% 1 25.0%
7-10% 9 16.4% 2 28.6% 1 25.0%
Over 10% 14 25.5% 1 14.3% 0 0.0%
TOTAL 55 7 4
CHI Square (X2) 3.98 OF 6 P.Value 0.68
At least 82 percent of secondary school, community college and four-yearcollege
participants who responded to this question included informal speaking skillsin the first-year
accounting course(s) they are teaching (Table 24). Therewas no significant difference in the
type of speaking skills (formal, informal or both) included in the first-yearaccounting by
secondary school, community college and four-year college respondents (X2=0.54,DF=4,
P=0.97).
Participants were given a list of speaking evaluation criteria commonlyused to evaluate
students' speaking ability, and were asked to indicate those thatare very important, somewhat
important, not too important, or not at all important. The resultis shown in one-way ANOVA
table using Tukey to analyze each evaluation criteria. Onlyone speaking evaluation criteria
was significantly different: listening (F=3.62, DF=2,58, P=0.03). Secondary schooland62
community college participants indicated that listening is significantly more important than four-
year college participants indicated.
TABLE 24
SPEAKING SKILLS USED IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
SPEAKING
SKILL
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES
N Percent N Percent N Percent
Informal 2 3.7% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
Formal 44 81.5% 6 85.7% 4 100%
Both 8 14.8% 1 14.3%
CHI Square (X2) 0.54 DF 4 P.Value 0.97
TABLE 25
SPEAKING EVALUATION CRITERIA USED IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
SPEAKING SKILLS DF MSBMSW F P.VALUETUKEY*
Organization 2,59 0.17 0.52 0.32 0.73
Non-verbal 2,55 1.420.54 2.61 0.83
Correct language 2,60 0.99 0.54 1.85 0.17
Articulation 2,59 0.23 0.51 0.45 0.64
Appropriate Message 2,60 0.62 0.41 1.51 023
Listening 2,58 1.560.43 3.62 0.03 1=2>3
*1=Secondary School, 2=Communi y College, 3=Four-year College63
The mean rank of each of the evaluation criteria isshown in Table 26. The top three
ranked speaking evaluation criteria for secondary schooland community college participants
were listening, appropriate message, and organization. Appropriatemessage, articulation, and
organization or use of correct languagewere ranked the top three by four-year college
participants. Non-verbal was considered least important bythe three groups.
TABLE 26
MEAN RANK OF SPEAKING EVALUATION CRITERIAUSED IN FIRST-YEAR ACOUNTING
EVALUATION
CRITERIA
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES
Listening 1 2 5
Appropriate Message 2 1 1
Organization 3 2 3
Use of Correct Language 4 5 3
Articulation 5 4 2
Non-Verbal 6 6 6
Appendix P shows the mean, standard deviation, samplesize, and the significant
differences of each of the speaking evaluation criteria. Themean and 95 percent confidence
interval for each speaking evaluation criteria is shown inAppendix Q.64
Reading
A list of selection criteria was given to participants, and theywere asked to indicate
whether or not they consider the factors in selecting the first-year accounting textbook.Table
27, shows the tabulated results of Chi Square analyses. The following factorswere
significantly different:
Readability level of the textbooks (X2=12.35, DF=2, P=0.00)
Readability level of the students (X2=13.90, DF=2, P=0.00)
Supplementary materials given (X2=18.54, DF=2, P=0.00)
Content validity (X2=7.45, DF=2, P=0.02)
Contents arrangement (X2=8.34, DF=2, P=0.02)
Secondary school and community college participants considered the above criteriato be very
important in selecting the first-year accounting textbook. The following factorswere not
considered to be important in selecting the first-year accounting textbook by the participantsin
all three groups: price, physical appearance, and author.
Question 30b and 31b of the secondary school questionnaire asked participants about
the estimated class reading level and textbook level. Secondary school respondentsestimated
the average first-year accounting students' readability level at ninth-grade level; however,they
estimated the readability of the first-year accounting textbooks between tenth- and eleventh-
grade level. Question 25 of the community college and four-year college questionnaire asked
participants to indicate the estimated reading level of the first year accounting class and
textbooks. Community college respondents estimated theaverage first-year accounting
students readability between ninth and tenth grade; however, they estimated the first-year
accounting textbooks' readability at twelfth grade. Four-year college respondents estimatedthe
average first-year accounting students' readability and first year accounting textbooks at
grade 12.TABLE 27
CRITERIA USED IN CHOOSING FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTINGTEXTBOOK
CRITERIA
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES TOTAL X2DF 2 P.VALUE
Readability level of the testbook 92.0% 96.6% 71.4% 89.7% 12.35 0.00
Reading level of the student 79.6% 79.3% 46.4% 74.7% 13.90 0.00
Price 27.7% 48.3% 21.4% 29.9% 5.94 0.05
Supplementary materials given 92.0% 100.0°/0 67.9% 89.7% 18.54 0.00
Layout of textbook 92.7% 96.6% 82.1% 91.8% 4.46 0.11
Physical appearance 56.7% 62.1% 35.7% 54.6% 4.98 0.08
Content validity 90.5% 100.0% 78.6% 90.2% 7.45 0.02
Contents arrangement 88.3% 89.7% 67.9% 85.6% 8.34 0.02
Author 8.8% 20.7% 14.3% 11.3% 3.67 0.16
Textbook illustration 84.7% 86.2% 71.4% 83.0% 3.14 02166
Listening
Only 64.3 percent of the participants (71.9 percent, 65.5percent, 25.0 percent of the
secondary schools, community college, and four-year college participants,respectively) included
listening skills in their first-year accountingcourse. At least 11.0 percent of secondary school
and 26.3 percent of community college participants included less thanfour percent listening skills
in first-year accounting. About 56 percent of secondary schoolparticipants, 42 percent of
community college participants, and 28.6 percent of four-year collegeparticipants indicated that
they included four to ten percent listening skills in first-year accounting.At least 31.0 percent of
secondary school, community college and four-year college participantsdevoted over ten percent
of their total teaching time specifically on listening in first-year accounting.There was no
significant difference in the percentage of time spenton listening in first-year accounting class
(Table 28).
TABLE 28
INCLUSION OF LISTENING SKILLS IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
PERCENT
SECONDARY
SCHOOL
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGE
N Percent N Percent N Percent
Less than 4% 11 11.0% 5 26.3% 0 0.00
4-6% 19 19.0% 0 0.0% 1 14.3%
7-10% 37 37.0% 8 42.1% 1 14.3%
Over 10% 33 33.0% 6 31.6% 5 71.4%
TOTAL 100 19 7
CHI Square (X2) 11.49 DF 6 P. Value 0.0767
In order to determine the methods used for listeningskills, participants were givena list
of listening skills methods and were askedto indicate which ones are included in the first-year
accounting. Listening comprehension and respondingexercise were the most frequently used by
the participants. At least 79 percent of the participantsindicated that they included listening
comprehension and responding exercise (Table 29). Theleast favorite were case studies and
role playing, with at least 17 percent of theparticipants including these methods in first-year
accounting.
In order to determine evaluation methods for listeningskills, a list of listening evaluation
methods was provided to the respondents, and theywere asked to indicate those that were
very important, somewhat important, not too important,or not at all important. ANOVA was
used to analyze the data. There wereno significant differences in the ways in which students'
listening skills are evaluated (Table 30).
Appendix R displays the means, standard deviations,sample sizes, and significant
differences of each listening evaluation criteria used infirst-year accounting. Appendix S shows
the mean and 95 percent confidence interval of thelistening evaluation criteria.TABLE 29
LISTENING SKILLS METHODS INCLUDED IN FIRST-YEARACCOUNTING
CRITERIA
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES TOTAL X2DF 2 P.VALUE
Case Studies 53.8% 47.4% 33.3% 51.7% 1.11 0.57
Role Playing 17.2% 16.7% 28.6% 17.8% 0.59 0.74
Listening Comprehension 86.9% 84.2% 57.1% 84.8% 4.48 0.11
Responding Exercise 82.5% 61.1% 71.4% 78.7% 4.36 0.1169
TABLE 30
LISTENING EVALUATION CRITERIA USED IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
LISTENING CRITERIA DFMSBMSW F P TUKEY*
Comprehension 2,1200.18027 0.68 0.51
Analytical Ability 2,1220.28 0.38 0.74 0.48
*1=Secondary School, 2=Community College, 3=Four-year College
COMPUTERS IN ACCOUNTING
Only 61.7 percent of the participants (69.1 percent of secondary school, 58.6 percent of
community college, and 28.6 percent of four-year college participants) included computer
application in the first-year accounting course. Twenty-two percent of secondary school, 18
percent of community college, and 13 percent of four-year college participants indicated that
they included less than four percent computer application skills in first-year accounting. At least
41 percent of the participants in each group indicated that they included between four to ten
percent computer application skills in first-year accounting. The percentage of secondary
school, community college and four-year college participants who included over ten percent
computer application skills in the first-year accounting were 27.1 percent, 41.2 percent, and 25
percent, respectively. There was no significant difference in the inclusion of computer
application skills in first-year accounting among the three groups (Table 31).
The most commonly used computer application included in the first-year accounting by
secondary school and community college participants was computer augmented instruction. The
commonly used computer application included in the first-year accounting by the three groups
was the electronic spread-sheet (Table 32). At least fifty percent of the participants in the70
TABLE 31
INCLUSION OF COMPUTER SKILLS IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
PERCENT
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES
N Percent N Percent N Percent
Less than 4% 21 21.9 3 17.6% 1 12.5%
4-6% 25 26.0 5 29.4% 1 12.5%
7-10% 24 25.0 2 11.8% 4 50.0%
Over 10% 26 27.1 7 41.2% 2 25.0%
TOTAL 96 17 8
CHI Square (X2) 529 DF 6 P. Value 0.51
groups indicated that they included electronic spread-sheet in first-year accounting. Therewere
significant differences in the type of computer application included in the first-yearaccounting:
Computer assisted instruction (X2=10.95, DF=2, P=0.03)
Computer augmented instruction (X2=11.53, DF=2, P=0.03)
Secondary school and community college participants included computer assistedinstruction and
computer augmented instruction more than four-year college participants.
Participants were asked at what point they implementedcomputer application in first-
year accounting. The most frequent time in which computer application was implemented for
secondary school participants was after the first semester. For communitycollege and four-
year college participants the most frequent time for implementing computer applicationswas
after the accounting cycle. There was no significant difference at the point in whichthe
computer application was implemented by three groups (Table 33).TABLE 32
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS INCLUDED IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
CRITERIA
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES TOTAL X2DF 2 P.VALUE
Computer assisted instruction 51.7% 46.7% 12.5% 48.2% 10.95 0.03
Electronic spread sheet 53.6% 62.5% 87.5% 57.4% 3.64 0.16
Computer augmented instruction 78.8% 80.0% 25.0% 75.0% 11.53 0.03
Other 56.0% 50.0% 0.0% 51.5% 2.33 0.31TABLE 33
POINT OF IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPUTER APPLICATION IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
POINT OF IMPLEMENTATION
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES
N PERCENT N PERCENT N PERCENT
Before the a/c cycle 1 1.03% 1 5.56% 1 12.5%
During the a/c cycle 11 11.34% 3 16.67% 1 12.5%
After the a/c cycle 21 21.65% 5 27.78% 4 50.0%
After the first semester 26 26.8% 4 22.22% 2 25.0%
After the first session 4 4.12% 1 5.56% 0 0.0%
Integrated 13 13.40% 2 11.1% 0 0.0%
Other 21 21.65% 2 11.1% 0 0.0%
Total 97 18 8
CHI SQUARE (X2) 11.87 DF 12 P. Value 0.4673
Participants were asked to evaluate the computer evaluation methods they used.The
computer evaluation criteria used most often by the participants was completion of assignment
(Table 34). At least 98 percent of the participants indicated that completion ofassignments
was the evaluation method used when computer application was included in first-year
accounting. In evaluating students' computer assignments, therewere significant differences for
the following evaluation method among secondary school, community college, andfour-year
college participants:
Observation of students (X2=19.01, DF.2, P=0.00)
Demonstration of use by students (X2=6.32, DF=2, P=0.04)
Secondary school and community college participants used observation of students and
demonstration or use by students more than four-year college participantsas an evaluation
method for computer application in first-year accounting.
Table 35 shows the student ratio to computer. In the secondary school andcommunity
college, student ratio to computers tend to be one to one. In the four-year college, studentratios
to computers were split among one-to-one, four-to-one, and five-to-one. Therewas no significant
difference as to the ratio of students to computers.
There was no significant difference as to the frequency in which students docomputer
work in groups or individually by the three groups (Table 36). Appendix Spresents the mean,
standard deviation, sample size, and significant differences of students' computer work
environment. Appendix T shows the mean and 95 percent confidence interval of thestudents'
computer working environment.
The most common brands of microcomputers used in schoolswere Apple and IBM.
Textbook publishers' software were the most common software used by secondaryschool and
community college respondents. The majority of four-year college respondents didnot indicate
the name and publisher of microcomputer software used in first-year accounting, althoughthey
indicated that they were including computer application in first-year accounting.TABLE 34
COMPUTER EVALUATION USED IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
CRITERIA
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES TOTAL X2DF 2 P.VALUE
Test 57.6% 44.4% 42.9% 54.7% 1.90 0.06
Completion of assignments 97.9% 100.0% 100.0% 98.3% 0.40 0.78
Observation of students 80,6% 50.0% 16.6% 72.4% 19.01 0.00
Demonstration by students 62.6% 56.3% 14.3% 58.8% 6.32 0.04TABLE 35
STUDENT RATIO TO COMPUTERS IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
POINT OF IMPLEMENTATION
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES
N PERCENT N PERCENT N PERCENT
One:One 48 48.97% 11 61.1% 2 25.0%
Two:One 22 22.45% 3 16.67% 0 0.0%
Three:One 7 7.14% 0 0.00% 1 12.5%
Four:One 5 5.10% 1 5.56% 2 25.0%
Five:One 9 9.18% 1 5.56% 2 25.0%
Other 7 7.14% 1 5.56% 1 12.5%
Total 98 17 8
CHI SQUARE (X2) 18.25 DF 12 P. Value 0.11
-,)TABLE 36
STUDENTS' COMPUTER ENVIRONMENT IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
ENVIRONMENT DF MSB MSW F P. VALUE TUKEY*
Group 2,100 0.58 0.99 0.59 0.56 1=2=3
Indivual 2,115 0.93 0.50 1.86 0.16 1=2=3
*1=Secondary Schools, 2=Community Colleges, 3=Four-year Colleges
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Respondents who were not using computers were given a list to indicate the reasons for
not including computer applications in the first-year accounting. Limited resources was the
popular reason given for not including computer in first-year accounting (94 percent of the
respondents indicated this reason) among the three groups (Table 37). There was a significant
difference in one of the reasons for not including computer application:
Lack of knowledge (X2=8.09, DF=2, P=0.02).
There was a higher percentage of participants in secondary school and community college than
the four-year college who indicated that lack of knowledge was one of the reason for not
including computer into the first-year accounting.TABLE 37
REASON FOR NOT INCLUDING COMPUTER
CRITERIA
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES TOTAL X2DF 2 P.VALUE
Lack of time 66.7% 100.0% 75.0% 74.5% 3.17 020
Lack of knowledge 40.1% 16.7% 0.0% 23.8% 8.09 0.02
Computers not available 51.9% 83.3% 66.7% 52.1% 3.23 020
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HYPOTHESES DECISIONS
The null hypotheses of the study are presented below. Following each hypothesis is
the acceptance or rejection of the decision based on the findings.
How:There are no significant differences in the teaching methods used in the first-year
accounting curriculum among high schools, community colleges, and four-year colleges
in Oregon.
Result:Significant differences were found on some of the teaching methods used in the first-
year accounting among the three groups; therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected.
HO(2):There are no significant differences in the testing methods used in the first-year
accounting curriculum among high schools, community colleges, and four-year colleges
in Oregon.
Result:Significant differences were found on some of the testing methods used in the first
year accounting among the three groups; therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected.
Ho(3):There are no significant differences in the level of communication skills included in the
first-year accounting curriculum among high schools, community colleges, and four-
year colleges in Oregon.
Result:No significant differences were found on the communication skills included in the first
year accounting curriculum among the three groups; therefore, the null hypothesis was
accepted.
H0(4):There are no significant differences in the testing methods used to evaluate the
communication skills of the first-year accounting students at the high schools,
community colleges, and four-year colleges in Oregon.
Result:Significant differences were found in one of the testing methods used in evaluating the
communication skills used in first year accounting; therefore, the null hypothesiswas
rejected.80
HO(5):There are no significant differences in the level of computer application skills included
in the first-year accounting curriculum among high schools, community colleges and
four-year colleges in Oregon.
Result:Significant difference was found on the level of computer application skills included in
the first year accounting among the three groups; therefore, the null hypothesis was
rejected.
H0(6):There are no significant differences in the testing methods used in the computer
application for first-year accounting curriculum among high schools, community
colleges, and four-year colleges in Oregon.
Result:Significant differences were found in the testing methods used in the computer
applications for the first-year accounting curriculum among the three groups;
therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected.81
CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY,CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The purpose of this study was to analyze teaching methods, test methods,
communication skills, and computer application skills of the first-year accounting curriculum in
Oregon's secondary schools, community colleges, and four-year colleges. A random sample of
the accounting teachers was selected using the table of random numbers. To collect the data for
the study, mail questionnaires were developed by an initial review team anda delphi panel. A
total of 432 combined questionnaires were sent out to high schools, community colleges and four-
year college accounting teachers; 200 (46.3 percent) responded. The return rate by secondary
schools, community colleges, and four-year colleges was 69.5 percent, 14.5 percent and 14.0
percent, respectively.
Participants were asked to rate a list of teaching methods commonly used in first-year
accounting. The teaching methods were ranked numerically by mean ratings. The threemost
frequently used teaching methods by the three groups (secondary school, community college,
four-year college accounting teachers) were the following: workbook, illustrated lecture, and
lecture discussion. Practice sets were used frequently by the secondary school and community
college participants. The traditional lecture was used frequently by the community college and
four-year college participants. Secondary school participants used computer- augmented
instruction more frequently than the other two groups. Case problems were usedmore
frequently by the four-year college participants than by the secondary school and community
college participants. There were significant differences in the ratings by the threegroups on the
following teaching methods: programmed instruction, computer aided instruction, computer-
augmented instruction, games, practice sets, workbooks, and seminars. All other methodswere
rated similarly by the three groups.82
Participants were asked to rate a list of test methods usedin evaluating students in
first-year accounting. The test methodswere ranked numerically by their mean ratings. The
top two ranked testing methods for the threegroups were work-out problems and multiple choice.
There were significant differenceson the ratings by the respondents on the following test
methods: multiple choice, true and false, and matching; the othertest methods were rated
similarly. Unstructured and structured essaywere seldom or never used by the respondents in
first-year accounting.
Only 41.3 percent of the participants included writing skillsin the first-year accounting
class. The inclusion of writing skills in first-year accountingcourses were rated similarly by the
three groups. Participants were asked to ratea list of writing skills used in the b-year
accounting course. The writing skills were ranked numericallyby their mean r .1most
frequently used writing skill in secondary schools' first-yearaccounting was structured writing.
The most frequently used writing skill in community collegesand four-year colleges was short
essay. The type of writing skills included in the first-year accountingcourse was simila' in the
three groups. Teachers were asked to ratea list of writing evaluation criteria. The writing
evaluation criteria were ranked numerically by theirmean ratings. Sentence construction was
considered to be the least used writing evaluation criteriaused in first-year accounting by
secondary school, community college and four-year collegeteachers. The three groups rated the
writing evaluation criteria of readibility significantly different.
Only 33.7 percent of the participants included speakingskills in the first-year accounting.
The inclusion of speaking skills in the first-year accountingwere similar for secondary school,
community college, and four-year college participants. Participantswere asked to rate the
speaking skills used in the first-year accounting. The speakingskills were ranked numerically by
their mean ratings. Informal speaking was the mostcommon speaking skill included in the first-
year accounting courses in the three groups. Furthermore, the types of speakingskills included in
the first-year accounting courses were similar in the threegroups. A list of speaking evaluation
criteria was given to the participants, and theywere asked to rate each criterion. Non-verbal83
communication was considered unimportant by secondary school, community college, and four-
year college participants. There were significant differences on the ratings by the three groups
on the speaking evaluation criteria of listening.
Respondents were given a list of selection criteria and were asked to indicate whether
or not they considered the factors in selecting the first-year accounting textbooks. Respondents'
ratings on the following reading criteria were significantly different: readability level of the
textbooks, readability level of the students, supplementary materials given, content validity,
and content arrangement. The actual reading level of the textbooks used in secondary schools,
community colleges, and four-year colleges were different from the reading levels estimated by
the participants.
Only 64.3 percent of the participants included listening skills in their first-year accounting
class. The inclusion of listening skills in first-year accounting courseswere similar in the three
groups. Listening comprehension and responding exercises were the most frequent listening skills
used by the participants. Moreover, the types of listening skills included in first-year accounting
courses were similar in the three groups. Participants were asked to rate listening evaluation
methods. The listening evaluation methods were ranked numerically by theirmean ratings. The
listening evaluation methods used by secondary school, community college, and four-year college
participants were similar.
Only 61.7 percent of the participants included computer application in the first-year
accounting course. The inclusion of computer application skills in first-year accountingamong
the three groups were similar. The most commonly used computer application included in first-
year accounting by the three groups was the electronic spread sheet. Secondary school,
community college, and four-year college participants ratings were significantly different for the
following computer application skills:computer-assisted instruction and computer-augmented
instruction. Computer applications were implemented after the accounting cycleor first
semester by the three groups. Student to computer ratio for secondary schools and community
colleges was one to one. For four-year colleges the student to computer ratiowas split among84
one to one, four to one, and five to one. The point at which the computer was implemented and
the ratio of students to computers were similar in the three groups. Respondents indicated that
students work individually on the computers and that the common microcomputer brands used
were Apple and IBM.
Respondents were asked to rate a list of computer evaluation criteria, and the computer
evaluation criteria were ranked numerically by their mean ratings. Of the computer evaluation
criteria, completion of assignments was the most used by the three groups. Respondents'
ratings on the following computer evaluation criteria were significantly different: observation of
students and demonstration of use by students.
Participants were asked to evaluate first-year accounting students' writing, speaking,
listening, and computer application abilities. There was a significant difference on the ratings by
the three groups on students' writing ability. Students' speaking, listening and computer
application abilities were rated similarly by secondary school, community college, and four-year
college participants.
CONCLUSIONS
The first question to which the present study was directed was to determine if there
were differences in the first-year accounting teaching methods used among the three groups,
and what differences they may be.It was concluded that secondary school and community
college participants used similar methods with the following exceptions: secondary schools and
community colleges used more computer-assisted instruction, computer-augmented instruction,
practice sets, workbooks and seminars than four-year colleges. Secondary schools used more
programmed instruction and games than community colleges and four-year colleges.In addition,
four-year college participants used more lecture method than the other groups. Therefore, it
may be concluded that first-year accounting instruction methods are different in the three
groups.85
The second question was directed to the differences in the first-year accounting testing
methods used among secondary schools, community colleges, and four-year colleges.It was
determined that the test methods used in first-year accounting were similar witha few
exceptions. The secondary schools and community colleges used more matching than the four-
year colleges. The secondary schools used more true and false and matching than the
community colleges and four-year colleges. Four-year colleges used more multiple choice than
secondary schools and community colleges, and secondary schools used more multiple choice
than community colleges.Unstructured and structured essay were seldom or never used by the
three groups.Therefore, it may be concluded that the test methods used in first-year
accounting are geared to helping students who are planning to become CPAs since four-year
colleges are evaluated on the number of students who are successful on the CPA exam and the
public favors educating CPAs.
The third question was directed to the communication skills included in the first-year
accounting curriculum in community colleges and four-year colleges and to what extent it is
sufficient for use by the business education majors. The communication skills studied were
writing, speaking, reading and listening.
Less than half of the participants included writing skills in the first-year accounting
classes. Approximately half of those participants included over four percent writing skills in
first-year accounting. The inclusion of writing skills in the first-year accounting among
secondary school, community college and four-year college teachers was similar. Furthermore,
the types of writing skills included in the first-year accounting were similar in the three groups.It
may be concluded that there is little emphasis on writing in the accounting curriculum.
Only one-third of the participants included speaking skills in first-year accounting.
Approximately half of those participants included over four percent speaking skills in the first-
year accounting classes. The inclusion of speaking skills in the first-year of accounting among
secondary school, community college, and four-year college respondents was similar. At least
82 percent of the participants included informal speaking skills in the first-year accounting86
course. Moreover, the types of speaking skills included in the first-year accounting were similar
in the three groups.It may be concluded that formal speaking skills are not being included in first-
year accounting to the extent that it impacts students' oral presentations.
Secondary schools and community colleges consider the following criteria more
important than four year colleges when choosing first-year accounting textbooks: readability
level of the textbooks, reading level of the students, supplementary materials given, content
validity, and content arrangement. The estimated reading levels of studentswere lower than
the estimated reading levels of textbooks by the three groups.It may be concluded that
secondary schools and community colleges did not take into consideration students' reading
levels as an important, essential criterion for adopting the first-year accounting textbooks.
Only 64.3 percent of the participants included listening skills in their first-year accounting
class. The three groups rated the inclusion of listening skills in the first-year accountingcourse
similarly. Listening comprehension and responding exercises were the most frequently used
listening skills. Furthermore, the type of listening skills included in the first-year accounting
course were similar in the three groups.It may be concluded that although more than half of the
participants included listening skills in first-year accounting, only a small percentage actually
included listening into the first-year accounting curriculum.
The fourth question was directed to the differences in the testing methods used to
evaluate students' communication skills in the first-year accounting curriculum. The least used
writing evaluation criterion in first-year accounting by secondary school, community college, and
four-year college teachers was sentence construction. Of the writing evaluation criterion,
readability was considered more important by secondary schools and four-year colleges than
community colleges. Of the speaking evaluation criterion, listening was considered more
important by secondary schools and community colleges than four-year colleges. Other speaking
evaluation criteria were considered to be equally important by the three groups. Therefore, it
may be concluded that there is little agreement on the focus and evaluation of communication
skills.87
The fifth question was directed to computer applications included in the first-year
accounting curriculum in secondary schools, community colleges and four-year colleges andto
determine whether the business education majors had sufficient computer skills thatwere
applicable to their field. Sixty-two percent of the participants included computer applications in
the first-year accounting course. There was similarity in the threegroups as to the percentage
of computer application skills included in first-year accounting. The most commonly used
computer application skill included in first-year accounting by the three groups was electronic
spread sheet.Secondary schools and community colleges included more computer-assisted
instruction and computer-augmented instruction than four-year colleges.It may be concluded
that secondary schools and community colleges are using more tutorial computer applications in
their first-year accounting courses than four-year colleges and that the electronic spread sheet
is being used at all levels.
The sixth question was directed to the testing methods used to evaluate students'
computer application skills in the first-year accounting curriculum in secondary schools,
community colleges and four-year colleges. Completion of assignment was the computer
evaluation criterion most used by the three groups. The following computer evaluation criteria
were used more by secondary schools and community colleges than four-year colleges:
observation of students and demonstration of use by the students. Therefore, itmay be
concluded that secondary school and community college business education teachers usedmore
observation of and demonstrations by students to evaluate their computer application skills than
four-year college teachers.
IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. While universities use more lecture, high schools and community collegesuse more
application strategies in the first-year accounting courses. Since thereare differences
in methodologies used by the three groups, it may be implied that factors other than the88
way they were taught have influenced secondary school and community college
accounting teachers' instructional methods.
Accounting methods courses should continue to emphasize workbooks,illustrated
lectures and lecture discussion and practice sets whichwere the top four ranks for
teaching methods by secondary school teachers in this study. Moreemphasis needs to
be placed on case problems (ranked 8) and seminars (ranked 9)to encourage critical
thinking, communications and cooperative workgroups as indicated in the review of
literature.
Furthermore, it may be implied that secondary school business educationteachers are
using teaching methods based on their individual learning styles and possiblyinformation
gained from accounting methods. This conclusion and implication doesnot support the
theory of Madeline Hunter that teachers tend to teach theway they learn instead of
utilizing the multidimensional approach.
It is therefore recommended that further studies be conductedto determine if there are
any significant differences between those who took first-year accounting in community
colleges (applications based) and those who took first-year accounting infour-year
colleges (lecture based). Further studies should be conductedto analyze the methods for
teaching accounting and its implication to secondary school teachers.It is also
recommended that a pilot study be conducted of students who have experienced
theoretical teaching methods, practical teaching methods and those who have
experienced a mixture of both theoretical and practical teaching methods.
2 Secondary school business education teachers used testing methods thatwere similar to
those used by community college and four-year college teachers. However,secondary89
school business teachers usedmore true and false testing than their counterparts.
Although secondary school business teachers usedmore practical teaching methods,
they were using theoretical testing methods. Thissupports researchers' views that the
evaluation process used in accounting has been gearedto the CPA exam and has been
comprised of more objective testing than performance testing.It may be implied that
secondary school business education teacherswere using testing methods similar to
those methods used to evaluate their own performance. Inaddition, most of the text
publishers' test packages are objective.
Accounting methods courses should placemore emphasis on unstructured and structured
writing and short answer writing in testing procedures.Secondary school and four-year
college teachers ranked them as the three least used writingtesting methods in
accounting. These forms of testing betterprepare students for writing communications
in the work world.
It is, therefore, recommended that further studies beconducted to determine the
significant differences of those who were evaluated in themulti-dimensional approach
and those who were not. Furthermore, it is recommendedthat a pilot study be
conducted to compare those who are using objective testingand those who are using
performance testing. A comparative study of testing methods shouldbe conducted
between those who are using computerized accountinginstruction and the traditional
method of accounting instruction.
3. Although professionals and researchers have emphasizedthe need to improve
communication skills (writing, speaking, reading, and listening)in accounting curricula,
the results obtained in this study indicated that little hadbeen done to improve
communication skills.90
Writing: Secondary school business educationteachers indicated that they includedmore
writing skills in their first-year accountingcurriculum, but the actual writing skills
covered in first-year accountingwere not different from their counterparts.It may be
implied that more writing skills are needed withinthe first-year accounting curriculum.
While teachers at secondary schoolsindicated that structured writingwas the most
used form of writing in the accounting class,the response on test methods indicated it
as one of the least used methods. Therefore,more study needs to be conducted to
determine the type of structured writing beingused in the secondary classroom and the
results used to determine writing techniquesfor inclusion into the accounting methods
course.
Secondary school and four-year college businesseducation teachers indicated that the
readability criterion is important in evaluation ofstudents' writing skills.It may be
implied that students should be expectedto know their readers and their readers'
estimated reading level. Therefore, students inaccounting teaching methods should be
taught how to teach structured writing exerciseson the basis of the reader's reading
level.
Correctness and sentence structurewere ranked the lowest by secondary schools and
four-year colleges.It would appear essential to determine thereason for the low ranking
since these, particularly accuracy,are necessary to effective writing as well as
essential to accounting. The Essential Learning Skills(ELS) in Oregon dictate that
these skills be emphasized. Therefore, the accountingteaching methods courses need to
incorporate these skills with the content.91
Speaking: Researchers indicated that oral communications skillsare important, and
more emphasis should be placed across the curriculum. Approximately one-third ofthe
participants actually included speaking skills in the first-year accountingcurriculum.
Secondary school accounting teachers includedmore (3.7 percent) informal speaking in
their classrooms than the four-year college accounting teachers(0 percent). Therefore,
accounting methods courses should teach how touse cooperative learning and small
group activities to insure that secondary school students have the opportunityto
verbalize accounting content. It may also be implied thatmore speaking skills are needed
in the first year accounting curriculum to meet the demands offuture employers. In
addition, listening was considered the highest evaluation criteria for speaking.
Therefore, students in accounting methods should be taught techniquesfor listening as a
part of speaking.
Reading: There are differences in the criteria used by the threegroups in selecting first-
year accounting textbooks. There was a discrepancy between the students' actual
reading levels and the readability levels of the texts chosen forfirst-year accounting.
Although secondary schools and community colleges indicatedthat the reading of the
students was an important criterion in textbook selection, the readabilityof textbooks
chosen often exceeded the actual reading level of the students.It is implied that
business education methods teachers should placemore emphasis on the review of text
readability and the adaptability of texts for different reading levels.In addition, more
emphasis should be placed on improvement of students' reading skillsso that the
expectations for their grade level could be achieved.
Listening: Researchers indicated that 45 percent of each day isspent listening. Duker
(1954) indicated that the educational system is predicatedon the effectiveness of
listening as a means of assimilating communication. Quible (1989) indicatedthat92
listening receives only eight percent instructional emphasisin the education system. In
this study, only a small percentage of the participants actuallyincluded listening skills in
the first-year accounting curriculum. The largestpercentage for listening skill methods
in first-year accounting for all levelswas listening comprehension. While this should be
continued, more emphasis is needed for case studies and roleplaying which include
speaking as well as listening.It may be implied that more listening skillsare needed in
the first-year accounting curriculum and methods of accountingto improve students
listening.
It is recommended that communication skills (writing,speaking, reading and listening) be
integrated into the first-year accounting curriculum and methodsof accounting courses
and not be the sole responsibility of communications teachers.Furthermore, it is
recommended that further studies be conducted tocompare non-CPA students who
have communications skills integrated into the first-yearaccounting curriculum and
those who have not.
4. It may be implied that secondary school business educationteachers were not trained in
computerized methods in first-year accounting butwere able to use computerized
teaching methods. The following factors may have contributedto secondary school
business teachers' ability to teach computers: the incorporationof computer methods in
the accounting methods courses; the teachers' enrollmentin computer classes; or the
teachers taught themselves.
Participants who were not using computer applicationskills in first-year accounting
attributed this to lack of knowledge in computer technology andthe application of
computer technology to subject matter.In addition, those who used computer
applications commented that they have littleor no knowledge in this area.It may be93
implied that computer applications should beincluded in the first-year accountingcourses.
Also, it may be implied that the accountingmethods courses include more computer
applications.
Based on the results of this study, teachersof accounting need touse appropriate
techniques for teaching one-on-one. Evaluation techniquesneed to be emphasized for
observation by students and demonstrations bystudents since these techniquesare not
utilized to the same degree as the community collegeand four-year college accounting
courses.
Although businesses are usingmore computerized accounting, the educationalsystem
apparently is not preparing workers for thecurrent or future workforce.It is
recommended that in-service be provided forthose teachers who are already in the field
to obtain computer applications skills and allow themto teach their students for the
future workforce. Further studiesare needed to determine what type of computerized
accounting the workforce is using, analyze these datain relationship to the computer
applications currently being used, and evaluate theadequacy of instruction.
It is, therefore, recommended that further studiesbe conducted to analyze and evaluate
secondary school business education programs anddetermine whether they are
providing sufficient computer application experiencesfor first-year accounting students.
Furthermore, it is recommended thata study be conducted for non-CPA students who
were trained in computerized accounting and those whowere trained in manual
accounting, but have utilized other computer applicationcourses, to determine any
significant differences. A comparative study ofteaching methods should be conducted
to determine any differences between those who havecomputerized accounting
instruction and those who have traditional methodsof accounting instruction.94
SUMMARY
While similarities exist, there were differences among the secondaryschools, community
colleges, and four-year colleges in teaching methods, test methods, speakingevaluation criteria,
and reading criteria for textbooks. The percentage of respondents' inclusionof communications
was low. The mean ranking of the communication skills indicated that little effort is being used
to integrate communication skills into the accounting curriculum. Thus, itmay be concluded that
the following need to be included in the first-year accountingcourses and methods of accounting
courses: communications skills including writing, speaking, reading and listening, and computer
applications.
Further studies need to be conducted to determine the affects of theoreticaland
practical teaching methods, multi-dimensional evaluation methods, communicationskills
integrated into accounting for non-CPA students, computer applicationsfor CPA and non-CPA
students, and teaching methodology for computerized accounting.95
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APPENDIX A
SURVEYED SECONDARY SCHOOLS, COMMUNITYCOLLEGES, AND FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGESPUBLIC & PRIVATE MIDDLE SCHOOLS
AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Ashland Middle School
Beaumont Middle School
Binnsmead Middle School
Boring Upper Elementary
Broadway Middle School
Brown Raymond A. Jr. High
Cascade Jr. High School
Cedar Park Intermediate
Chenowith Middle School
Evergreen Jr. High
Fern Ridge Middle School
Five Oaks Intermediate
Fremont Jr. High
Hedrick Jr. High
Highland Park Intermediate
John Murray Jr. High
Joseph Lane Jr. High
Lake Oswego Jr. High
Lebanon Middle School
Madras Jr. High
McLoughlin Jr. High
Meadow Park Intermediate
Mt. View Intermediate
Nyssa Jr. High
Ockley Green Middle
Ontario Jr. High
Pendleton Jr. High
Poynter J.W. Jr. High
Rockwood Middle School
Rogue River Jr. Ac.
Scenic Jr. High
The Dalles Jr. High
Thomas, J. B. Jr. High
Waluga Jr. High
West Sylvan Middle School
Whitford Intermediate School
Adrian Jr./Sr. High
Aloha High
Alsea High
Amity High
Arlington High
Ashland High
Astoria High
Baker Senior High
Bandon High
Banks High
Barlow, Sam High School
Beaverton High
Bend Senior High
Benson Polytechnic High
Bonanza High
Boys and Girls Aid Society
Brookings-Harbor High
Burns Union High School
Burnt River
Butte Falls High
Camas Valley High
Canby Union High
Canyonville Bible Academy
Cascade Locks High
Cascade Union High
Centennial High
Central High
Central Linn High
Chemawa Indian School
Chiloquin High
Churchill, Winston High
Clackamas High
Clatskanie High
Cleveland High
Colton High
Columbia High
Condon High School
Coquille High
Corbett High School
Corvallis Sr. High
Cottage Grove
Cove High School
Crane High School
Crater Valley High
Crescent Valley High School
Creswell High School
Crook County High School
Crow High School
Culver High
Dallas High School
David Douglas High
Days Creek
Dayton Jr./Sr. High
Dayville High School
Detroit High
Douglas High School
104Dufur High
Eagle Point High
Eddyville High
Elgin High School
Elkton High School
Elmira High
Enterprise High
Estacada High
Eugene School District 4J
Falls City High
Forest Grove High
Franklin High
Gaston High School
Gervais High
Gilchrist High
Gladstone High
Glencoe High
Glendale High School
Glide High
Gold Beach Union High
Grant High
Grant Union High School
Grants Pass High
Gresham Union High
Griswold High
Harper High
Harrisburg Union High
Henley High
Heppner High
Hermiston High School
Hidden Valley High
Hillsboro Sr. High
Hood River Valley High
Huntington High School
Illinois Valley High
Imbler High
lone High
Jefferson High
Jefferson High School
Jewell High
Jordan Valley High
Joseph High
Junction City High
Kennedy, John F.
Klamath Union High
Knappa High
La Pine High School
La Salle
La Grande Sr. High
Lake Oswego High
Lakeridge High
Lakeview Sr. High
Lebanon Union High
Lincoln High
Long Creek High School
Lost River High
Lowell High School
Mac Laren School for Boys
Madison High
Madras High
Mapleton High
Marist High
Marshall High
Marshfield High
Mazama High
McKay High School
McKenzie River High School
McLoughlin Union High
McMinnville High
Mc Nary Sr. High
Milo Academy
Milwaukie High
Mitchell High School
Mowhawk High
Molalla High School
Monroe Union High
Monument High School
Mt. Vernon High School
Mt. View Sr. High School
Myrtle Point High
Neah-Kah-Nie High
Nestucca Union High
Newberg High School
Newport High
North Bend High
North Douglas High
North Eugene High
North Marion Jr./Sr. High
North Medford High
North Salem High
North Valley High
Nyssa High
Oakland High
Oakridge High
Ontario Sr. High
Oregon City Sr. High
Oregon State School for the Deaf
Oregon Trail School
105Pacific High
Paisley High
Parkrose High School
Pendleton Sr. High
Perrydale High
Philomath High
Phoenix High School
Pilot Rock High School
Pine Eagle High
Pleasant Hill High School
Portland Adventist Academy
Powder Valley High
Powers High
Prairie City High
Prospect High
Rainier High
Redmond High
Reedsport High
Regis High
Rex Putnam High
Reynolds High
Riddle High
Riverside High
Rogue River High
Roosevelt High
Roseburg High
Sabin Occupational Skill Ctr
Sacred Heart School
St. Helens Sr. High
St. Mary's Academy
St. Mary's High
St. Mary's of the Valley
St. Paul High
Sandy Union High
Santiam High
Scappoose High
Scio High
Seaside High
Sheldon, Henry D. High
Sheridan High
Sherman Union High School
Sherwood High
Silverton Union
Siuslaw High School
South Albany
South Eugene High
South Medford High
South Salem High
South Umpqua High
106
Sprague High School
Spray High School
Springfield High
Stanfield High School
Stayton High
Sunset High
Sutherlin High
Sweet Home High
Taft High
The Dalles Sr. High
Thurston Senior High
Tigard High
Tillamook High
Toledo High
Tongue Point Job Corps Center
Triangle Lake High School
Ukiah High School
Umatilla High School
Union High
Vale Union High School
Vernonia High
Vocational Village
Wahtonka High
Waldport High
Wallowa High
Warrenton High
Wasco County Union High
West Albany High
West Linn High
Weston-McEven High School
Wheeler High
White Shield School
Willamette High
Willamina High
Wilson High
Woodburn High
Yam hill-Carlton High
Yoncalla High
PUBLIC & PRIVATE VOCATIONAL
SCHOOLS
Educational Research Associates
ITT Technical Institute
La Grande College of Business
Trend Colleges
Portland Secretarial
Western Business College107
COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Blue Mountain Community College
Central Oregon Community College
Chemeketa Community College
Clackamas Community College
Clatsop Community College
Lane Community College
Linn-Benton Community College
Mt. Hood Community College
Oregon Coast Community College
Portland Community College
Rogue Community College
Southwestern Oregon Community College
Tillamook Bay Community College
Service District
Treasure Valley Community College
Treaty Oak Community College
Umpqua Community College
FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES &
UNIVERSITIES
Eastern Oregon State College
George Fox College
Lewis & Clark College
Linfield College
Oregon Institute of Technology
Oregon State University
Pacific University
Portland State University
Southern Oregon State College
University of Oregon
University of Portland
Warner Pacific
Western Oregon State College
Willamette University108
APPENDIX B
THE INITIAL REVIEW TEAM AND DELPHI PANEL109
INITIAL PANEL
Margaret Beilke, Oregon State University
Pat Bodenroeder, Oregon State University
Mary Alice Seville, Oregon State University
DELPHI PANEL
1. Joe Hlebichuk, Oregon State University
2. Mary Seville, Oregon State University
3. Ilene Kleinsorge, Oregon State University
4. Karen Angel, South Albany High School
5. Craig Ellingson, Crescent Valley High School
6. Al Walczak, Lionn Benton Community College1 1 0
APPENDIX C
HIGH SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIREOREGON
FIRST YEAR ACCOUNTING
CURRICULUM AND METHODS
SURVEY
1 1 1
WE NEED YOUR HELP!
We'd like to know:
What you think about your first year college accounting course(s) you are currently teaching?
What you think about your first year college accounting curriculum for non-accounting students such as
Business Education teachers?
Your participation is voluntary and confidential. When you have completed this questionnaire, pleasemail
the questionnaire in the stamped self addressed envelope. Thank youfor your cooperation.
Margaret Beilke, Ph.D.
Program Director
Businesess and Marketing Education
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331-1631
Rita Sawyer
Department cf Business Education
Snell Hall
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331-1631112
DEFINMONS
COMPUTER AUGMENTED INSTRUCTION:is an instruction in which a computer is used for
only a small percentage of the teaching time, in
addition to other methods of instruction.
FIRST YEAR COLLEGE ACCOUNTING:
PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING:
QUANTITY:
QUALITY:
is synonymous with financial/managerial
accounting, principles of accounting, elementary
accounting, and introductory accounting.
refers to the total high school accounting
courses offered, one year. two year and/or
three years that is, Accounting I, Accounting II
and Accounting III.
is the amount of accounting contents and course
hours presented in the first year accounting
curriculum to meet the needs of non-accounting
studentsBusiness Education teachers.
is the ability to apply and teach accounting
concepts presented in the first year college
accounting curriculum to meet the needs of non-
accounting students - Business Education
teachers.
(PLEASE GO ON TO NEXT PAGE)QUESTIONS TO HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERa NO:
Please indicate whether or not you teach accounting at each of the following levels. (Circle one number)
IY-f 112 I
a1-igh &fro 1 2
bTecfrital Schccl 1 2
cCornmuity College 1 2
2Altogether, how many years have you taught principles of accounting? (Circle one number)
1LESS THAN 6 YEARS
26.10 YEARS
311 -15 YEARS
416 - 20 YEARS
5OVER 20 YEARS
aHave you had any accounting work experience in business, non-business, government or industry' (Circle one number.
INO (SKIP TO QUESTION 4)
2YES
3a.(It yes) How many years of work experience did you have in business, non-bus -.ess, government cr industry'
ILESS THAN 6 YEARS
26 -10 YEARS
311 - 15 YEARS
416.20 YEARS
5OVER 20 YEARS
3:1Please indicate your last position held. (Circle one number)
1BOOKKEEPER
2ACCOUNTING CLERK
3GENERAL SECRETARY
4ACCOUNTS PAYABLE/RECEIVABLE CLERK
5OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
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4Did you take accounting course(s) in a high school or a technical school prior to taking first year college accounting courses' (Circle one
INO (SKIP TO QUESTION 5)
YES
4a. (II yes) Please indicate how many semesters of accounting did you take poor to your first yea- college
accounting. (Circle one number)
1ONE SEMESTER
2TWO SEMESTERS
3THREE SEMESTERS
4FOUR SEMESTERS
5OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
5Did you take your first year college accounting course in Oregon, Washington or other states? (Circle one number)
1OREGON
2WASHINGTON
3OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
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6Please state at what level you look your first year accounting? (Ode one number for each level)
Iaia /A) I
aCcernrityCo13ge 1 2
bFosiear Callaige 1 2
cLtnersty 1 2
7What was your class status when you took first year college accoulmg course? (Circle one number)
1FRESHMAN
2SOPHOMORE
3JUNIOR
4SENIOR
5GRADUATE
8How would you rate your frsi year college accounting course in terms of quality and quantity for preparation for your leachino career?
(Circle one number for each)
VERY VERY
COS.212 GOOD AVERAGF P429 EQS2B
aCualty__________ 1 2 3 4 5
bCursty_____________. 1 2 3 4 5
9Please indicate the degree of improvement you would like to seen me following areas of the first year college accounting course. (Circle
one number for each)
NEEDS NEEDS NEEDS NEEDS
MUCH SOME LITTLE NO
IMPROVEMENT IMPROVEMENT IMPROVEMENT IMPROVEMENT
a 1 2 3 4
h 1 2 3 4
CComputer alvcapcn..___.. 1 2 3 4
dPraceze Set 1 2 3 4
eProcectres_ 1 2 3 4
IOther (Please Specify) 1 2 3 4
1QPiease indicate what percentage of the first year college accourihng courses are theoretical or practical/procedural.
THEORETICAL
2PRACTICAUPROCEDURAL
3OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
FINANCIAL MANAGERIAL
(%) (%)
11.Do you mink that there should be different first year college accounting course(s) for accounting majors and non-accounting majors? (Circle
one number)
1NO, SHOULD NOT BE DIFFERENT (SKIP TO QUESTION 12)
2YES, SHOULD BE DIFFERENT
11a (If yes) Please indicate how would you hoe the collegeshinversthes to chviderblock' the first year college accounting
cause. (Circle one number)
1ACCOUNTING VS ALL NON-ACCOUNTING MAJORS
2ACCOUNTING AND ALL OTHER MAJORS VS BUSINESS EDUCATION MAJORS
3ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS EDUCATION MAJORS VS ALL OTHER MAJORS
4ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS MAJORS VS ALL OTHER MAJORS
5OTHERS (PLEASE SPECIFY!
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12Please indicate the title, author, publisher and copyright date of meamounting texts you are using to teach principles of accounting?
(PLEASE PRINT OUT IN FULL)
AUTHOR
TITLE
PUBLISHER
COPYRIGHT DATE
AUTHOR
TITLE
PUBLISHER
COPYRIGHT DATE
13What are the
I
2
3
4
5
total semester hours tor the pnmples of accounting sequence you are teaching? (Circleone number)
ONE SEMESTER HOUR
TWO SEMESTER HOURS
THREE SEMESTER HOURS
FOUR SEMESTER HOURS
OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
14Please indicatehow often you use each teachrt strategy in the pnnoples of accounting course(s)you teach. (Circle one numberfcr each)
I FREQUENTLY SOMETIMES SELDOMNPv-;
aTralrional tectue (Wthout visual ads) 2 3 4
bMust-died teckze (Using Vsual ads 1 2 3 4 clecitredsamon_ 1 2 3 4
d
e
i 2
2
3
3
4
4
cettslitrittn___
I.
g
Au50-visualUcnal. '
Computer assisted instruction (total
2 3 4
mown, by comcuten_ 2 3 4 hCompier augmented nstrLcson. 2 3 4 iGanes art =Liam 2 3 4 iCase problems 2 3 4 kTelewsen (Cbsed or4.____ 2 3 4
I.Practice Sets_ 2 3 4 M.lAttitocks_ 1 2 3 4 nSernrias (small gap risrulon) 1 2 3 4 oGuest speaters____ 2 3 4 pOthers (Please specify) 1 2 3 4
t5Please indicate
for each)
how often you use each of the following test questions in the pnnziples of accountingclass(es) you teach. (Circle ore number
FREQUENTLYSOMETIMES SELDOM NEVER
a Mb* Chxe 2 3 4
bThe art false 2 3 4 cWakail problems
1 2 3 4 dFinhellarks
1 2 3 4
eMaktaigs
1 2 3 4 IStarred Essay 1 2 3 4 gShxt maces
1 2 3 4 iOther (please seedy)
1 2 3 4
16Please indicate the format of introduzing and sequencing the subect matterin principles of accounting you teach(Circle one number.
1TEXT FORMAT (Chapter 1, 2.3 ..)
2RANDOM CHAPTER (Selected topics: e chapter 1. 5. 11)
3SUBJECT MATTER GROUPINGS (Unit by unit)
4OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
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17.What is the average class size of your principles of accounting class(es)? (Circle one numbed
1LESS THAN 15
21623
321-25
426.33
531-40
641-50
7OVER 50
16How many principles of amounting classes do you teach in a year? (Mile the number please)
NUMBER
19Are you gaming any changes in the pnnaples of accounting curriculum in the next year or two? (Circle one number)
1NO (SKIP TO QUESTION 20)
2YES
19a (If yes) Please indicate whether or not each of the following will be changed? (Circle one number for each)
N.Q I
a Cam Deck_ 1 2
bCa lart 1 2
cSows= ofmarnals 1 2
dCantiterapploliorL___ 1 2
eMittel Cone 1 2
I.Cane Empha:+s (teory vs pnxeclires) 1 2
gOther (please Specify) 1 2
WRMNG
31Does your teaching content in principles of accounting include any writing skills? (Circle one number)
1NO (SKIP TO QUESTION 23)
2YES
21a (If yes) What percentage of the total principles of amounting hours is spent on writing? (Circle one number)
1LESS THAN 4%
24 - 6%
37 - 10%
4Over 10% (Please indicate the percentage
21.Please indicate how often you include each of the following writing skills in the principles of accounting courses) you teach. (Circle one number
for each)
I FREQUENTLYSOMETIMES SELDOMNEVER I
aSinclued voting (witi gidetines) 1 2 3 4
bUnsauctured Writing (will-out gideines)........___________.. 1 2 3 4
bShort Essay 1 2 3 4
cFtpalwnIrtig____ 1 2 3 4
dMemo-an:Ian 1 2 3 4
eOther (Please specify) 1 2 3 4
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22Please indicate r131.4 important each of the blowingcriteria is in evaluatingyour students' wnting ability. (Circle one numberfor each)
VERY SOMEWHAT NOT ICC. NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANTIMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT
aConeaness (medalists corererce)
1 2 3 4
bSenbrce =Moon_
1 2 3 4
cThx,gttcontrt_______
1 2 3 4
dCrgarmaionarridaity
1 2 3 4
eAmropriateness (waling detail)
1 2 3 4
f.Readabity
1 2 3 4
gOther (Please specify)_
1 2 3 4
M.Generally, how would you rate your students' writingabiity (vocabulary, sentence construction,preciseness ...)? (Circle one number)
1VERY GOOD
2GOOD
3AVERAGE
4POOR
5VERY POOR
SPEAKING
24.Does your leaching content rt principles of amounting include anyspeaking skills? (Girt* one number)
1NO (SKIP TO QUESTION 28)
72
YES
24a (II yes) What percentage of the total prinaples of accountinghours are students encouraged to speak
constructively? (Circle one number)
1LESS THAN 4%
24 - 6%
37 - 10%
4OVER 10% (Please indicate the percentage
ZiDo you include formal speaking skits. informalspeaking skits or both in the principles of accounting courseyou teach(Circle one number)
IFORMAL
2INFORMAL
3BOTH FORMAL AND INFORMAL
Please indicate how important each of the blowing cntenais in evaluating your students' speaking ability.(Circle one number for each)
VERY
IMPORTANT
SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
NOT TOO
IMPORTANT
NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
aCtgartudon_____
1 2 3 4
bbit
1 2 3 4
COcXol correct tarvage...___
1 2 3 4
dArktlaica__
1 2 3 4
eArpoprob message
1 2 3 4
1.
1 2 3 4
gOtherPlease specify)
1 2 3 4
27What method is used most often in evaluatingstudents' (Circle one number)
1PEER EVALUATION
2TEACHER EVALUATION
3PEER AND TEACHER EVALUATION
4OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
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21Generally, how would you rate your students' speaking abilities in the principles of accounting course you teach? (Circle one number)
1VERY GOOD
2GOOD
3AVERAGE
4POOR
5VERY POOR
READING
23Please indicate whether or not you consider the following factors in selecting the principles of accounting textbook(s) you use. (Circle one
number for each)
a
b
c
I
Roadatotity level of tie txtxolc____
Yfl
1
1
1
24I
2
2
2
Readability leiteld the sidert_
Hine
dSixoletnirtary materials Own_ 1 2
e LayoUl of the lextook.._ 1 2
I.Prtistalaxearwre 1 2
gCortitirt %silty 1 2
tiCalais artanwner 1 2
i Auttx(s 1 2
Textbook &onion. 1 2
LOther (Please specify) 1 2
33.Did you calculate your accounting class readability level? (Circle one number for each)
INO (SKIP TO QUESTION 30b)
YES
30a. (If yes) What is the class readability level? (Fill in the number)
READABILITY LEVEL
(SKIP NOW TO QUESTION 31)
3:b (If no) Please estimate your class readability level.(Fill in number)
ESTIMATED READABILITY LEVEL
31.What is the readability level of the principles of accounting textbook(s) you use? (Fill in number)
READABILITY LEVEL OF TEXTBOOK(S)
ESTIMATED READABILITY LEVEL OF TEXTBOOK(S)
(PLEASE GO ON TO NEXT PAGE)LISTENING
M. Does yo.; teaching content in principles of accounting include any lisle- -g ;Circle c-e number)
NO (SKIP TO QUESTION 35)
YES
32a. (If yes) What percentage of the total print pies of accounbng :-ass hours is spent on listening? circle one
number)
1LESS THAN 4%
24.6%
37.10%
4OVER 10% (Please indicate tne percentage
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33.Please indicate whether or not each of the following methods of listening skills are includedin the principles of accounting course you teach.
(Circle one number for each)
1YU NQ I
Case SirigK 1 2
ItlePtyng
1 2
1-6011130-baitsyswi 1 2
Respdncing Erase (oarachrasng 8 sunmanang) 1 2
Other (Please specify) 1 2
4Please indicate now important each of the following factors is in evaluatng your students' :stening ability. (Circleone number for each)
[VERY SO4.4EWHAT NOT TOO NOT AT ALL
aiDORTANI IMT:3RTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT
aCan:sanest:xi Cwt._ 1 2 3 4
AraWal atiay 1 2 3 4
Other (please specify) 1 2 3 4
35.Generally. how would you rate your students' listening ability? (Circle one number)
VERY GOOD
2GOOD
3AVERAGE
POOR
5VERY POOR
Ix How would your rate your listening ability? (Circle one number)
1VERY GOOD
2GOOD
3AVERAGE
4POOR
5VERY POOR
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COMPUTERS
37.Does your course objective and teaching content include any computer application? (Circle one number)
1YES (SKIP TO QUESTION 38)
NO
37a. (If no) Please indicate whether or not each of the following is a reason for nat using computer in me OnnciPles of
accounting dass(es) you are leaching now. (Circle one number)
aLadcd the
black ot krodel;eard Oa
cConquers not avaiiabe
dOther (Please Specify)
IY.E5 12 I
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
33.What percentage
1
2
3
4
(SKIP TO QUESTION 47)
of tie total principles of accounting hours is scent on compiler application?
LESS THAN 4%
4 - 6%
7 10%
OVER 10% (Please indicate the percentage
(Circle one number)
33.Please innatewhat type of computer application you include in the principles of accountingcourse you leach. (Circle one number for each)
If.$ fl'.2
1COLORER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION (CAI) 1 2
2ELECTINC SPREADSHEET 1 2
3COFAVTER AUGMENTED INSTRUCTION 1 2
4OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) 1 2
40.When you use=we* in your principles of accounting class at what point do you implement the computer application?(Circle one number)
1BEFORE THE ACCOUNTING CYCLE
2DURING THE ACCOUNTING CYCLE
3AFTER THE ACCOUNTING CYCLE
4AFTER THE FIRST SEMESTER
5AFTER THE FIRST SESSION FOR THE FIRST SEMESTER
6IffTERGRATED THROUGHOUT THE SEMESTER
7OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
41.In terms of ratio, student to computer. how many computers are available la use in the principles of accounting class you teach? (Circle one
numcen
1ONE : ONE (1 student to 1 computer)
2TWO : ONE
3THREE :ONE
FOUR : ONE
5FIVE : ONE
6 OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
42Please provide the name and publisher of microcomputer courseware or other software used in the principles of accounting class you teach.
PUBLISHERS NAME
MICROCOMPUTER COURSEWARE NAME
COPYRIGHT DATE
OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
PUBLISHERS NAME
MICROCOMPUTER COURSEWARE NAME
COPYRIGHT DATE
OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
(PLEASE GO ON TO NEXT PAGE)43.Please indicate how often students work n groups or individually on computers. (Circleone number for each,
aGrotpc
bhdiedBly
FREQUENCY SOMETIMES
2
2
a 4
3 4
121
44Please indicate whether or not the following methods is used for evaluation in the computer accounting assignment?;Circle one number
each)
a TP:1
hCcrncttonot Amami
cObsenebon ot sLdents whie ciNg assgrnents
dDernaestaxn of use by =tens_
eOther (Please specify)
IX NQ I
2
2
2
2
2
45.Do students have to know any computer language betcre taking the principles of accounting course? (Circleone number)
1NO (Skip to 46)
2YES
45a (II yes) What computer language is preferred? (Circle one number)
46.Generally. how would you rate
1VERY GOOD
2GOOD
3AVERAGE
4POOR
5VERY POOR
1BASIC
2FORTRAN
3COBOL
4PASCAL
5COMMERCIAL SPREADSHEET (QUATRO. LOTUS)*
6OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
(Not a computer language)
your students' computer skills? (Circle one number)
47.Your sex (Circle one number)
1MALE
2FEMALE
48Your age (Circle one number)
1LESS THAN 25 YEARS
22535 YEARS
336 - 45 YEARS
446 - 55 YEARS
5OVER 55 YEARS
49.Please indicate the number of teaching years expenence. (Circle one number)
1LESS THAN 6 YEARS
26 -10 YEARS
311 - 15 YEARS
416 - 20 YEARS
521 .25 YEARS
62630 YEARS
7OVER 30 YEARS
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What is your highest educational achievement? (Cum one number)
1BACHELORS DEGREE
2MBA
3MASTERS DEGREE OTHER THAN MBA
4PhD
5DBA
6END
7OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
51.Is there anything else you would tike to add pertaining to this study?
(THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION)123
APPENDIX D
COMMUNITY COLLEGE AND FOUR-YEAR COLLEGE QUESTIONNAIREOREGON
FIRST YEAR ACCOUNTING
CURRICULUM AND METHODS
SURVEY
124
WE NEED YOUR HELP!
We'd like to know.
What you think about your first year college accountingcourse(s) you are currently teaching?
What you think about your first year college accountingcurriculum for non-accounting students such as
Business Education teachers?
Your participation is voluntary and confidential. When youhave completed this questionnaire, please mail
the questionnaire in the stamped self addressed envelope.Thank you for your cooperation.
Margaret Beilke, Ph.D.
Program Director
Businesess and Marketing Education
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331.1631
Rita Sawyer
Department of Business Education
Snell Hall
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331-1631125
DEFINITIONS
COMPUTER AUGMENTED INSTRUCTION:is an instruction in which a computer is used for
only a small percentage of the teaching time, in
addition to other methods of instruction.
FIRST YEAR COLLEGE ACCOUNTING: is synonymous with financial/managerial
accounting, principles of accounting, elementary
accounting, and introductory accounting.
PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING: refers to the total high school accounting
courses offered, one year, two year and/or
three years that is, Accounting I, Accounting II
and Accounting III.
QUANTITY: is the amount of accounting contents and course
hours presented in the first year accounting
curriculum to meet the needs of non-accounting
studentsBusiness Education teachers.
QUALITY: is the ability to apply and teach accounting
concepts presented in the first year college
accounting curriculum to meet the needs of non-
accounting students - Business Education
teachers.
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QUESTIONS TO COMMUNITY COLLEGES. FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES NO.
I.Please indicate whether or not you teach accounting at each of the following levels. (Circle one number for each level)
YES In
aCannily Co63;e 1 2
h Fau- yearCC,odGleeggee 1 2
cUriwysty 1 2
2Altogether, how many years have you taught first year college accounting? (Circle one number)
1LESS THAN 6 YEARS
26 -10 YEARS
311 - 15 YEARS
416 - 20 YEARS
5OVER 20 YEARS
3.Have you had any accounting work experience in business, non-business, government or industry? (Circle one number)
1NO (SKIP TO QUESTION 4)
2YES
3a.(If yes) How many years of work experience did you have in business, non-business, government or industry?
ILESS THAN 6 YEARS
26 -10 YEARS
311 -15 YEARS
416 - 20 YEARS
5OVER 20 YEARS
31Please indicate your last position held. (Circle one number)
1BOOKKEEPER
2ACCOUNTING CLERK
3ACCOUNTANT OR AUDITOR
4CONTROLLER
5OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
4.How would you rate the first year college accounting course in terms of quality and quantity for non-accounting students needs? (Circle
one number for each)
VERY VERYj
022 Cia2 AVERAGEEQ413ECKE I
aQuaity__________ 1 2 3 4 5
bQuarry 1 2 3 4 5
5Please indicate the degree of improvement you would like to see in the following areas of the first year college accounting course. (Circle
one number for each)
NEEDS NEEDS NEEDS NEEDS
MUCH SOME LITTLE NO
JMPROVEMENT JMPROVEMENT JMPROVEMENT IMPROVEMENT
aTheory 1 2 3 4 __
Commutaticn_ b 1 2 3 4
cComputer application ....... .......... 1 2 3 4
d 1 2 3 4
e 1 2 3 4
I.Other (Please Specify) 1 2 3 4
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6Please Indicate what percentage of the first year college accounting courses are theoretical or practicaVprocedural. (Please write the
percentage out.)
FINANCIAL MANAGERIAL
(%) (T.)
1THEORETICAL
2PRACTICAUPROCEDURAL
3OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
7Do you think that there should be dfferent first year college accounting course(s) for accounting majors and non - accounting majors?
(Circle one number)
1NO, SHOULD NOT BE DIFFERENT (SKIP TO QUESTION 8)
2YES, SHOULD BE DIFFERENT
la(If yes) Please Indicate how would you like the colleges/universities to cfividerbbck' the first year college accounting
course. (Cirde one number)
1ACCOUNTING VS ALL NON-ACCOUNTING MAJORS
2ACCOUNTING AND ALL OTHER MAJORS VS BUSINESS EDUCATION MAJORS
3ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS EDUCATION MAJORS VS ALL OTHER MAJORS
4ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS MAJORS VS ALL OTHER MAJORS
5OTHERS (PLEASE SPECIFY)
8Pleasecate the title, author, pubisher and copyright date of the accounting text(s) you are using to teach first year college
accounting? (PLEASE PRINT OUT IN FULL)
AUTHOR
TITLE
PUBLISHER
COPYRIGHT DATE
AUTHOR
TITLE
PUBLISHER
COPYRIGHT DATE
9What are the total credit hours for the first year college accounting sequence you are teaching? (Circle one number)
16 HOURS
28 HOURS
39 HOURS
4OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
1QPlease indicate how often you use each teaching strategy in the frst year college accounting course you teach. (circle one number for each)
FREQUENTLY SOMETIMESaUllatNEVISI
aTractional lecture (Without 'Awl akt)...______..... 1 2 3 4
bIllustrated lecture (Using Visual aids) 1 2 3 4
cLecture-iiscussion 1 2 3 4
d 1 2 3 4 =iirstuvion
e 1 2 3 4
tAdia-Msual-ktrial 1 2 3 4
gComputer assisted instruction (lotil
Instacton by canputer) 1 2 3 4
hComputer aupented instuctizn_____ 1 2 3 4
iGames arrl sindaion__ 1 2 3 4
ICase prodems_ 1 2 3 4
kTelevision(Closedcroxt) 1 2 3 4
I. Practice Sets 1 2 3 4
m.Wakbocks_____ 1 2 3 4
nSeminars (small croup instartcn).___________. 1 2 3 4
o Guest SpaaierS___ 1 2 3 4
pOthers (Please specify) 1 2 3 4
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11.Please "indicate hay often you use each of the following test questions in the first year college accountingclass(es) you teach. (Circle one
number for each)
I FRFOUENTLYSOMFTIMFiaELDCM WO I.
a Ake Ctrice
1 2 3 4
bTrue are fate
1 2 3 4
cV&A di prodarns
1 2 3 4
dfilittettarid
1 2 3 4
eMatrims
1 2 3 4
tShand Essay
1 2 3 4
gUnstuired Essay 1 2 3 4
hStat amers____
1 2 3 4
iOther (please specify)
1 2 3 4
12Please indicate the brat of introducing and sequencing the subject matter in the first year college accounting youteach. (Circle one number)
1TUT FORMAT (Chapter 1, 2, 3 ...)
2RANDOM CHAPTER (Selected topics: i.e. chapter 1, 5, 11)
3SUBJECT MATTER GROUPINGS (Unit by unit)
4OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
13.What is the average class size of your first year college accounting? (Circle one number)
ILESS THAN 15
2 16-20
321-25
42630
53140
641-50
7OVER 50
14.How many first year college accounting classes do you teach in a year? (Write the number please)
NUMBER
15Are you plaming any changes in the first year college accounting curriculum in the next year or two? (Circle one number)
1NO (SKIP TO QUESTION 16)
YES
15a (If yes) Please indicate whether or not each of the following will be changed? (Circle one number for each)
Iya El-QI
aCause QedL
1 2
Catty
1 b 2
SeqJerre of matanals
1 c 2
CcmpLterappicaim
1 d 2
kitonal Cam
1 e 2
Cause Emphases (theory vs procecires)
1 L 2
Other (please Speafy)
1 g 2
(PLEASE TURN THE PAGE)WRMNG
16Does your teaching content infirst year college accountinginclude any writing skills. (Circleone number)
INO (SKIP TO QUESTION 19)
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16a (If yes) What percentage ofthe total first year collegeaccounting course is assigned towriting? (Circle one number)
1LESS THAN 4%
24 - 6%
37.10%
4Over 10% (Please indicatethe percentage
17.Please indicate how oftenyou include the following writing skillsin the first year college accounting
course(s) you teach. Circleone number
for each)
FREQUENTLYSOMETIMESaELI2QMayEa
aStrultred writing (vAlh grklefines)._
1 2 3 4 bUnstructured Writing (without guidelines).............._ 1 2 3 4 cStart Essay
1 2 3 4 dReport yang
1 2 3 4 e1.4anctartinl______
1 2 3 4
f.Other (Please specify)
1 2 3 4 toPlease indicate how important eachof the following criteria is inevaluating your students' writingability. (Circle one number foreach)
VERY
IMPORTANT
SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
NOT TOO
IMPORTANT
NOT AT ALL I
IMPORTANT aConectress (medlar-Om, cohererre)......
1 2 3 4
hSenencecorestuden.--_
1 2 3 4
cItrughtconert
1 2 3 4
dOrgarizafion are darity
1 2 3 4
eAppropriateness (apportmg claims)
1 2 3 4 IRsiddlity
1 2 3 4
gOther (Please specify)
1 2 3 4 19Generally, how would you rateyour students' writing abilities (vocabulary,
sentence construction, preciseness...)? (Circle one number)
1VERY GOOD
2GOOD
3AVERAGE
4POOR
5VERY POOR
SPEAKING
Does your teaching content in firstyear college accounting includeany speaking skills? (Circle one number)
INO (SKIP TO QUESTION 24)
2YES
20a (If yes) What percentage of thetotal first year college accountinghours are students encouraged tospeak constructively? (Circle one number)
1LESS THAN 4%
24 6%
37 10%
4OVER 10% (Please indicatethe percentage
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21.Do you include formal speaking skills,informal speaking skills or both in the lustyear college accounting course you teach. (Circleone number)
1FORMAL
2INFORMAL
3BOTH FORMAL AND INFORMAL
22Please indicate how important each ofthe following criteria Is in evaluating your students'
speaking ability. (Circle one number for each)
VERY SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT
NOT TOO
IMPORTANT
NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT
aOrtobtafcn
2 3 4 h Ncmerted_
2 3 4 cUs3dcarecItsinAage.
2 3 4 dMob ion
2 3 4
2 3 4 =ress4e
2 3 4 gOther(Pleasespecify)
2 3 4
23.What method is used most often inevaluating students? (Circle one number)
IPEER EVALUATION
2TEACHER EVALUATION
3PEER AND TEACHER EVALUATION
4OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
24.Generally, how would you rate your students'speaking abilities in the first year college
accounting course you teach? (Circle one number)
IVERY GOOD
2GOOD
3AVERAGE
4POOR
5VERY POOR
READING
Please indcate whether or notyou consider the following factors in selecting thefirst year college accounting textbook(s)you use. (Circle one number for each)
f
a.Readabity levet ce the Exbook.
ILE
1
1
1
NC.2 I
2
2
2
bReadatay level of the slident
cPriv
dSt4:pdemercarymatenaisgnen.
1 2 e
1 2 I.
1 2 gOzrent vakity_
1 2 hComas arrarcernert_
1 2 iMinis)._
1 2 ITotook ILstatcn.._
1 2 kOther (Please specify)
1 2
(PLEASE TURN THE PAGE)ZiDid you calculate your accounting class readability level? (Udeone number for each)
1NO (SKIP TO QUESTION 26b)
2Ca (if yes) What is the lass readability level? (FII in the number)
READABILITY LEVEL
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(SKIP NOW TO QUESTION 27)
231. (It no) Please estimate your class readability level.(Fill in number)
ESTIMATED READABILITY LEVEL
V.What is the readability level of the first year college accountingtextbook(s) you use? (Fill in number)
READABILITY LEVEL OF TEXTBOOK(S)
ESTIMATED READABILITY LEVEL OF TEXTBOOK(S)
LISTENING
31Does your teaching content in first year college accounting includeany listening skits?(Circle one number)
1NO (SKIP TO QUESTION 31)
2YES
28a (If yes) What percentage of the total first year college accountingclass hours is spent on listening? (circle one
nunber)
ILESS THAN 4%
24 - 6%
37 - 10%
4OVER 10% (Please indicate the percentage
21Please indicate whether or not each of the following methods of listeningskits are included in the first year college accounting course you teach.
(Circle one number for each)
YES
I
aCase Slicies_____.
1 2
hRole Ptayttg____
1 2 cListening Compehenstn 1 2
dResccrdng Emrtise (paraphrasing & sunrilaritrig)
1 2
eOther (Please specify)
1 2
33.Please indicate how important each of the following factors is in evaluatingyour students' listening ability. (Circle one number for each)
VERY SOMEWHAT NOT TOO NOT AT ALL
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT
aCombo:Orton level 1 2 3 4
1 h 2 3 4
1 cOther (please specify) 2 3 4
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31.Generally, how would you rate your students' listening abilities? (Circle onenumber)
1VERY GOOD
2GOOD
3AVERAGE
4POOR
5VERY POOR
32.How would you rate your listening ability? (Circle one number)
1VERY GOOD
2GOOD
3AVERAGE
4POOR
5VERY POOR
COMPUTERS
33. Does your course objective and leaching content include any computerapplication? (Circle one number)
1YES (SKIP TO QUESTION 34)
2NO
33a. (If no) Please indicate whether or not each of the todowing is a reasonfor nol using computer in the first year
college accounting class(es) you are teaching now?(Circle one number)
IY.Eii LI2I
aLadcdfine
1 2
bLadsdlohoviedgeand
1 2
cCompers not availatle
1 2
dOther (Please Specify)
1 2
(SKIP TO QUESTION 43)
34. What percentage of the total first year college accounting hours is spent oncomputer application? (Circle one number)
1LESS THAN 4%
24 - 6%
37 -10%
4OVER 10% (Please indicate the percentage
35.Please indicate whether or not you include the following computer application inthe first year college accounting course you teach. (Circle one
number for each)
YE ID
aComputer assistcl istrudion (CM)
1 2
bElectorkspreadMeet.
1 2
cCorrwer &groaned insouctbn
1 2
dOther (Please specify)_
1 2
36.When you use computers in your first year college accounting class(es at whatpoint do you implement the computer application? (Circle one
number)
.1BEFORE THE ACCOUNTING CYCLE
2DURING THE ACCOUNTING CYCLE
3AFTER THE ACCOUNTING CYCLE
4AFTER THE FIRST QUARTER
5AFTER THE FIRST SESSION FOR THE FIRST QUARTER
6INTERGRATED THROUGHOUT THE QUARTER
7OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
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37.In terms of ratio, student to computer, how many computers are available foruse ri the first year college accounting class you teach? (Circle
one number)
1ONE : ONE (1 student to 1 computer)
2TWO : ONE
3THREE : ONE
4FOUR : ONE
5FIVE : ONE
6OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
39.Please provide the name and publisher of microcomputer courseware or other softwareused in the first year college accounting class you
teach.
PUBLISHERS NAME
MICROCOMPUTER COURSEWARE NAME
COPYRIGHT DATE
OTHER (PLEEASE SPECIFY)
PUBLISHERS NAME
MICROCOMPUTER COURSEWARE NAME
COPYRIGHT DATE
OTHER (PLEEASE SPECIFY)
33.Please indicate how often students work in groups or individually on computers. (Circleone number for each)
FREQUENTLY5914Ealga SELDOMCOO I
aClams 1 2 3 4
bblvd.* 1 2 3 4
40.Please indicate whether or not the following methods is used for evaluation in the computer accountingassignment. (Circle one number for
each)
YES El
aTest
1 2
bCompletion of Assig-rnent. 1 2
cObservation of students %tie doing assigrmerts. 1 2
dDernmstabon at use by stulerts___ 1 2
eOther (Please specify)
1 2
41.Do students have to know any computer language before taking the first year college accounhng course? (Circleone number)
1NO (Skip to 42)
2YES
41a. (If yes) what computer language is preferred? (Circle one number)
1BASIC
2FORTRAN
3COBOL
4PASCAL
5COMMERCIAL SPREADSHEETS (LOTUS, QUATRO)*
6OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
'(Not consider as computer language)
42Generally, how would you rate your students' computer skills? (Circle one number)
IVERY GOOD
2GOOD
3AVERAGE
4POOR
5VERY POOR
(PLEASE GO ON TO NEXT PAGE)43. Your sex (Circle one number)
1MALE
2FEMALE
44. Your age (Ckcle one number)
ILESS THAN 25 YEARS
225 - 35 YEARS
336 - 45 YEARS
446 - 55 YEARS
5OVER 55 YEARS
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45.Please indicate the number of teaching years expetime. (Circleone number)
1LESS THAN 6 YEARS
26.10 YEARS
311 -15 YEARS
416 - 20 YEARS
521 - 25 YEARS
626 30 YEARS
7OVER 30 YEARS
45.What is your highest educational achievement? (Glideone number)
1BACHELOR'S DEGREE
2MBA
3MASTERS DEGREE OTHER THAN MBA
4PhD
5OBA
6EdD
7OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
47.Is there anything else you would like to add pertainingto this study?
(THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION)135
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COVER LETTERDEPARTMENT OF
POSTSECONDARY AND
TECHNOLOGICAL
EDUCATION
OREGON
S rATI
UNIV.!
Snell Hall 101
Corvallis. Oregon
97.131-16AI
Telephony
601.717.2501Of2961
Fax
601-717-27H
January 26, 1990
First-Year Accounting Curriculum Survey
I will be conducting a study to analyze and compare the first-yearaccounting
curriculum of universities and community colleges in Oregon withemphasis on teacher
preparation for high school accounting curriculum. This study isbeing carried out
under the supervision of Dr. Margaret Beilke, ProgramDirector of Business and
Marketing Education at Oregon State University.
In order to complete the study, course outlines and/or curriculum planof accounting
program are needed, paniciularly the first-yearaccounting course outlines and/or
curriculum. In addition, please complete the attached accountingcurriculum survey
and return it in the enclosed self-addressed stamp envelope byFebruary 9, 1990.
All information provided in this survey will be treated confidentiallyand you name will
not be disclosed for any reasons. You will notice anidentification number; when your
questionnaire is returned, your name will be checked off of the mailing list.
Thank you for your co-operation.
Rita Sawyer
Department of Business Education
Snell hall
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331-1631
ENC
Margaret Beilke, Ph.D
Program Director
Business and Marketing Education
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331-1631
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Two weeks ago, we sent you a questionnaire (First Year Accounting Curriculum
Survey) seeking your opinion about your first year college accounting course you
took and also about your principles of accounting course(s) you are teaching. Your
name was randomly chosen.If you have already completed and returned the
questionnaire, we express our sincere thanks.If not, we would appreciate it if you
would complete it by February 28, 1990 to enable us to get an accurate
representation of the first year college accounting classes.
If you did not receive the questionnaire or misplaced it, please feel free to call us at
503) 737-2961. Your participation is important. Thank you for your assistance.
Rita Sawyer
Department of Business Education
Snell Hall 301
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331-1631
Margaret Beilke, Ph.D
Program Director
Business and Marketing
Education, OSU
Corvallis, OR 97331-1631
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March 5, 1990
In January, we sent you a survey seeking your opinion on your first year
accounting curriculum and methods.
As of today, we have not received your questionnaire. To enable us to
get an accurate representation of the first year accounting curriculum and
methods, would you please complete the questionnaire and return it by
March 26, 1990.
In case you misplaced your questionnaire, a replacement is enclosed.If
you have any questions, please feel free to call us at (503) 737-2961. If
we are not available, please leave a message and your call will be
returned.
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.
ita Sawyer
Department of Business Education
Snell Hall 301
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331-1631
Margaret Beilke, Ph.D
Program Director
Business and Marketing
Education, OSU
Corvallis, OR 97331-1631
Redacted for 
privacy
Redacted for privacy
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APPENDICES H THROUGH U
TABLESAPPENDIX H
TEACHING METHODS
METHOD
STATISTICAL
CODE
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS (1)
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES (2)
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES (3)
COMPARISONS
Alpha=.05
Traditional Lecture X 2.56 2.46 208
S 1.00 1.06 1.11
N 125 27 25
Illustrated Lecture X 1.56 1.29 1.50
S 028 0.66 0.76
N 132 33
Lecture discussion X 1.03 126 1.52
S 0.87 0.97 0.65
N 127 29 25
Programmed instruction X 2.98 3.60 3.83 1>2=3
S 1.03 0.74 0.49
N 120 26 23
Audio-tutorial X 3.60 3.92 3.91
S 0.75 0.28 0.42
N 121 25 23
Audio-visual tutorial X 3.53 3.74 3.77
S 0.75 0.59 0.75
N 118 27 22
Computer Assisted Instruction X 3.18 3.48 3.87 1=2>3
S 0.94 0.85 0.46
N 120 27 23
Computer Augmented Instruction X 2.46 2.85 3.30 1=2>3
S 1.00 1.06 0.93
N 124 27 23
X=Mean S=Standard Deviation N=Number of ParticipantsAPPENDIX H (Continued)
TEACHING METHODS
METHOD
STATISTICAL
CODE
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS (1)
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES (2)
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES (3)
COMPARISONS
Alpha..05
Games and Simulation X 2.52 3.33 3.57 1>2 =3
S 1.00 OR 0.79
N 126 27 23
Case Problems X 2.57 253 2.76
S 0.96 1.09 0.93
N 124 29 25
Television X 3.83 3.81 3.86
S 0.55 0.48 0.64
N 124 27 22
Practice sets X 1.67 203 296 1 =2 >3
S 0.77 1.00 122
N 133 29 23
Workbooks X 1.02 1.14 252 1 =2 >3
S 0.15 0.52 1.29
N 135 23 25
Seminars X 2.87 3.19 3.65 1 =2>3
S 1.11 1.04 0.78
N 126 27 23
Guest Speakers X 3.05 3.25 3.29
S 0.77 0.75 0.75
.... _
N 124 23 24
=nnean =anaara uevia ion = Number o ParticipantsAPPENDIX I
TEACHING METHODS USED IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTNG
METHOD SECONDARY SCHOOLS(1)COMMUNITY COLLEGES(2)FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES(3)
X 95% C.I. X 95% C.I. X 95% C.I.
Traditional Lecture 2.56 2.38-2.74 2.48 2.06-2.89 2.08 1.61-2.54
Illustrated Lecture 1.56 1.41-1.71 129 1.03-1.54 1.50 1.19-1.81
Lecture discussion 1.93 1.78-2.0e 1.66 128-2.03 152 125-1.79
Programmed instruction 2.98 2.79-3.16 3.69 3.39-3.99 3.83 3.61-4.03
Audio-tutorial 3.60 3.46-3.73 3.92 3.81-4.03 3.91 3.73-4.09
Audio-visual tutorial 3.53 3.39-3.67 3.74 3.51-3.98 3.77 3.43-4.10
Computer Assisted Instruction 3.18 3.00-3.50 3.48 3.15-3.82 3.87 3.67-4.07
Computer Augmented Instruction 2.46 228 -2.63 2.85 2.43-3.27 3.30 2.913.70
Games and simulation 2.52 2.34-2.69 3.33 2.99-3.68 3.57 322-3.91
Case problems 2.57 2.40-2.74 2.59 2.17-3.00 2.76 2.38-3.14
Television 3.83 3.73-3.93 3.81 3.62-4.00 3.86 3.58-4.15
Practice sets 1.67 1.54-1.80 2.03 1.62-2.38 2.96 2.43-3.49
Workbooks 1.02 0.99-1.04 1.14 0.94-1.35 2.52 1..99-3.05
Seminars 2.87 2.68-3.07 3.19 2.77-3.60 3.65 3.31-3.99
Guest speakers 3.05 2.91-3.19 3.25 2.96-3.54 329 2.97-3.61APPENDIX J
TEST METHODS USED IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
METHOD
STATISTICAL
CODE
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS (1)
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES (2)
FOUR-YEAR
COLLEGES (3)
COMPARISONS
Alpha=.05
Multiple Choice X 1.82 1.86 120 3>1>2
S 0.92 1.06 0.68
N 132 29 26
True and False X 1.84 2.37 3.00 1>2=3
S 0.92 1.18 1.02
N 135 27 24
Work out problems X 1.11 1.03 120
S 0.43 0.00 0.50
N 136 29 3
Fill in the blanks X 2.48 2.54 3.00
S 1.05 1.04 0.98
N 130 28 24
Matching X 201 2.48 3.00 1 =2>3
S 1.00 0.84 0.93
N 133 27 24
Structured essay X 3.43 3.41 3.09
S 0.82 0.84 0.90
N 128 27 23
Unstructured essay X 3.38 3.74 321
S 1.19 0.56 0.90
N 8 19 24
Short essay X 2.90 2.82 2.37
S 1.02 1.09 1.01
N 123 28 24
X=Mean S=Standard Deviation N=Number of ParticipantsAPPENDIX K
TEST METHODS USED IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
METHOD SECONDARY SCHOOLS(1)COMMUNITY COLLEGES(2)FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES(3)
X 95% C.I. X 95% C.I. X 95% C.I.
Multiple Choice 1.82 1.66-1.98 1.86 1.46-227 1.30 1.03-1.58
True and false 1.84 1.67-1.99 2.37 1.90-2.84 3.00 2.57-3.43
Workout problems 1.11 1.04-1.18 1.00 1.00-1.00 120 0.99-1.40
Fill in the blanks 2.48 2.29-2.66 2.54 2.13-2.94 3.00 2.59-3.41
Matching 201 1.84-2.18 2.48 207193 3.00 2.61-3.39
Structured essay 3.43 329-3.57 3.41 3.08-3.74 3.09 2.70-3.47
Unstructured essay 3.38 2.38-4.37 3.74 3.47-4.01 321 2.80-3.62
Short essay 2.90 2.72-3.08 2.82 2.40-3.24 2.37 1.95-2.80APPENDIX L
TYPE OF WRITING SKILLS INCLUDED IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
SKILLS
STATISTICAL
CODE
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR YEAR
COLLEGES
COMPARISONS
Alpha=.05
Structured Writing X 2.33 3.00 260
S 0.94 0.71 1.17
N 52 9 10
Unstructured Writing X 3.10 2.80 275
S 0.86 1.03 0.71
N 48 10 8
Short Essay X 2.78 2.50 2.40
S 0.98 0.97 0.84
N 49 29 10
Report Writing X 3.15 3.22 3.00
S 0.82 0.83 1.00
N 48 9 9
Memorandum X 3.15 2.8 3.22
S 1.03 0.83 0.97
N 48 9 9
Other X 3.44 4.00 3.00
S 1.13 0.0 1.41
N 9 2 5
X=Mean S=Standard Deviation N=Number of ParticipantsAPPENDIX M
WRITING EVALUATION CRITERIA USED IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
CRITERIA
STATISTICAL
CODE
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR YEAR
COLLEGES
COMPARISONS
Alpha -.05
Correctness X 1.53 1.93 1.40
S 0.80 0.74 0.70
N 58 10 10
Sentence Construction X 1.63 2.10 1.70
S 0.70 0.74 0.82
N 56 10 10
Thought Content X 1.33 1.40 1.00
S 0.57 0.70 0.00
N 57 10 10
Organization and clarity X 1.36 1.60 1.10
S 0.58 0.84 0.32
N 59 10 19
Appropriateness X 1.41 1.53 120
S 0.63 0.71 0.42
N 54 10 10
Readability X 1.32 2.00 120 3 =1>2
S 0.54 0.67 0.42
N 60 10 10
X.MeanS= Standard Deviation N= Number of ParticipantsAPPENDIX N
WRITING SKILLS INCLUDED IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
METHOD SECONDARY SCHOOLS(1)COMMUNITY COLLEGES(2)FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES(3)
X 95% C.I. X 95% C.I. X 95% C.I.
Structured Writing 2.33 206-259 3.00 2.46-3.54 2.60 1.76-3.43
Unstructured writing 3.10 2.86-3.35 2.80 2.06-3.53 2.75 2.16-3.34
Short essay 2.78 2.49-3.06 2.50 1.89-3.11 2.40 1.19-3.00
Report writing 3.15 2.91-3.39 322 2.58-3.86 3.00 223-3.77
Memorandum 3.15 2.85-3.45 2.78 2.14-3.42 322 2.47-3.97APPENDIX 0
EVALUATING CRITERIA USED FOR WRITING SKILLS OF FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTINGSTUDENTS
METHOD SECONDARY SCHOOLS(1)COMMUNITY COLLEGES(2)FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES(3)
X 95% C.I. X 95% C.I. X 95% C.I.
Correctness 1.53 1.32-1.74 1.90 1.37-2.43 208 1.61-2.54
Sentence construction 1.63 1.44-1.81 2.10 1.57-2.63 1.50 1.19-1.81
Thought content 1.33 1.18-1.49 1.40 0.93-1.90 1.52 1.25-1.79
Organization 1.36 1.23-1.51 1.60 0.99-220 3.83 3.61-4.03
Appropriateness 1.41 124-1.58 150 0.99-203 3.91 3.73-4.09
Readibility 1.32 1.18-1.46 203 1.52-2.48 3.77 3.43-4.10
X.:Mean &Standard Deviation N=Number of ParticipantsAPPENDIX P
SPEAKING EVALUATION CRITERIA USED IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
CRITERIA
STATISTICAL
CODE
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR YEAR
COLLEGES
COMPARISONS
Alpha=.05
Organization X 1.55 1.67 1.a3
S 0.70 0.82 0.84
N 51 6 5
Non-verbal X 2.04 2.33 2E0
S 0.78 0.52 0.45
N 47 6 5
Use of correct language X 1.58 217 1.83
S 0.72 0.75 0.84
N 52 6 5
Articulation X 1.76 200 1.63
S 0.09 0.34 0.00
N 51 6 5
Appropriate message X 1.52 1.50 1.03
S 0.09 0.34 0.00
N 52 6 5
Listening X 126 1.67 2.00 1=2>3
S 0.56 0.82 122
N 50 6 5
X=Mean S=Standard Deviation N=Number of ParticipantsAPPENDIX Q
SPEAKING CRITERIA USED IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING TO EVALUATE STUDENTS
METHOD SECONDARY SCHOOLS COMMUNITY COLLEGES FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES
X 95% C.I. X 95% C.I. X 95% C.I.
Organization 1.55 1.35-1.75 1.67 0.81-2.52 1.80 0.76-2.83
Non-verbal 2.04 1.81-227 2.33 1.79-2.88 2.80 2.44-3.36
Use of correct language 1.58 1.38-1.78 2.17 1.38-2.96 1.80 0.76-2.84
Articulation 1.76 1.57-1.96 2.03 1.34-2.66 1.60 0.44-2.71
Appropriate message 1.52 1.34-1.70 1.50 0.62-2.38 1.00 1.00-1.00
Listening 126 1.10-1.42 1.67 0.81-2.52 2.00 9.48-3.52
X=Mean .1..Conficlence intervalAPPENDIX R
LISTENING EVALUATION CRITERIA USED IN FIRST-YEAR ACCOUNTING
CRITERIA
STATISTICAL
CODE
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR YEAR
COLLEGES
COMPARISONS
Alpha=.05
Comprehension level X 122 1.26 1.00
S 0.54 0.45 0.03
N 97 19 7
Analytical ability X 1.43 1.43 1.14
S 0.63 0.60 0.38
N 97 21 7
X=Mean S=Standard Deviation N=Number of ParticipantsAPPENDIX S
FACTORS USED IN EVALUATING STUDENTS' LISTENING SKILLS
METHOD SECONDARY SCHOOLS COMMUNITY COLLEGES FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES
X 95% C.I. X 95% C.I. X 95% C.I.
Comprehension 122 1.11-1.33 126 1.05-1.48 1.00 1.(X)-1.00
Analytical ability 1.43 1.31-1.56 1.43 1.16-1.70 1.14 0.79-1.49
X=Mean C.1.=Conticience IntervalAPPENDIX T
STUDENTS' COMPUTER WORK ENVIRONMENT
ENVIRONMENT
STATISTICAL
CODE
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY
COLLEGES
FOUR YEAR
COLLEGES
COMPARISONS
Alpha=.05
Group X 2.68 2.53 229
S 0.97 1.06 1.11
N 81 15 7
Individual X 1.52 129 1. ::
S 0.70 0.47 1.13
N 93 17 8
X=N1ean S=Standard DeviationN=Numbe of ParticipantsAPPENDIX U
COMPUTER WORKING ENVIRONMENT OF STUDENT
ENVIRONMENT SECONDARY SCHOOLS COMMUNITY COLLEGES FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES
X 95% C.I. X 95% C.I. X 95% C.I.
Group 268 2.46-2.89 2.53 1.95-3.12 2.29 125-3.31
Individual 1.52 1.37-1.66 1.29 1.05-1.54 1.88 0.93-2.81
X.Mean C.I.=Conlidence Interval